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Jesse James Among the Moonshiners;
OR,
•

THE TRAIN ROBBER'S TRAIL IN KENTUCKY.

By W. B. LAWSON.

•
CH APTER I.
THE KENTUCKY SHOOTING

~L\TCII.

" H ands up, thar !"
It was in the western 'p ortion of Kentucky that these
words were spoken one dull November afternoon, years
ago.
Significant words, truly.
I They smacked of the far 'v\'e$t, with its gold trains, its
1
road agents, and wild scenes.
The man upoti \\'h ose ears they fel l, and was undoubtedly intended as the person to be addr essed, s howed little
concern, however much he may have felt .
< Coming to a pause, he leisurely turned his head and
eglanced in the quarter from whence the strange order had
t>come.
" L ige, show up, you coon. I know yer voice," he
alm.ly said.
1

At the same time, had one J:ieen close to him, it cou ld
have been noticed that he was not without some little
anxiety.
These were troublous times in certain oarts of Kentucky.
The recent Civil War has created deadly animosities
among the people of the border States-Kentucky, Tennessee, \ Vest Virginia and Missouri.
This was why Jed Harkins, the ex-sharpshooter,
grasped his rifle a libtle more firmly as he watched t~1e
bushes.
He had, as he believed, recognized the voice of the un- .
seen speaker, but it might not be Lige Bigelow, and what
seemed to be a joke \rnuld prove a very sorry one should
·
·
the other fi re.
To his relief a man parted the bushes, and, with a laugh.
stepped into view.
It was the party he had called by name.

.
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Lige likewise carried a rifle, one of the old, deadly,
squirrel-shooting species, mac:le famous by the Boone and
Kenton settlers almost a hundred years· before this time.
"On the way to the shoot, I reckon 1 Jed?" said the newcomer, as he reached the other.
"Yes; and you the same, Lige?"
"Well, I thought I'd take it in. A turkey ain't !o be
sneezed at on Thanksgiving, . and I promised the ole
woman to fetch it home."
Lige spoke unconcernedly.
The ex-sharpshooter and he had. long been rivals. with
the rifle, and were known as the two best shots in ·western Kentuckv.
Jed sniffed contemptuously as he glanced at the man
who thus calmly .declared his intention of carrying off-the
prize.
"One'd think you ·held a mortgage on that turkey, to
hear ye, Lige. Reckon thar's others as may have a word
to put in. Allow ole Betsy Ann"-patting his long rifle
affectionatcly-"tG have her say, if ye please."
Lige was in a good humor.
He had been diligently practicing of late, with the in tention of defeating his old rival, and the scores he had
made satisfied him that he had a long chance to succeed.
So he bantered the sha11pshooter as they strode along in
the direction of the crossroads tavern, where the s·hoot
was to take place, and so worked upon the ot11er that
various side wagers were made regarding the issue at
stake.
\ 1\!'110 would win?
It would be an event of no little importance, since quite
a sum of money ·besides the turkey must fall to the lot of
the lucky man, there being an entry fee of a dollar a head.
Presently they caught up with others, who were also on
their way to the scene of the match.
They came from side roads, and struck along the pikesome on foot, others mounted.
The regular shooting match on Thanksgiving was about
the greatest event known at this encl of Kentucky during
the year, with perhaps the excitement of election, when a
fight generally occurred, end'ing in a homicide.
As they drew near the crossroads, ·a dozen persons
were seen ahead and beh ind .
Presently the two rival crack shots drew up at the
tavern.
Quite an assemblage had arrived before them, and they
were greeted with much good-natured badinage on their
arrival.
Nevertheless, it might have been noticed that as a general thing the other men paid Lige C)ncl J eel a sort of silent
homage.
These men were recognized as the crack shots of th<!
whole region, and although a number present were anxious to test their skill against them, it was pretty generally conceded that one of the two would surely carry off
the prize.
The master of ceremonies was a small man with flowing beard, called "colonel."
He was known as a great sportsman, and this Thanksgiving match always fell to his share to manage.
Colonel Jack's voice was 11 0 11· heard. announcing that
the tou.-nument " ·as about to begin. and that those who
wished to <.:Ompete must step forward , deposit their

money, and receive in return a .n umber to be pinned to
the coat.
This latter was in lieu · of taking the name, and besides
being more expeditious, gave the men the order of their
firing.
It was an idea of the colonel 's, and of which he seemed
to be -very proud.
'
·
:.d uite a little crowd of shooters pressed forwai:d to be
registered, and when he saw the n umber the colonel
5milecl, for the success of the match was already assured.
There would soon be fun for the spectators.
Lige and Jack hung back.
They were in no ·lrntf"y to enter.
It was their intention to come in last and astonish
the early contestants with their skill.
Finally they stepped up together.
The colon..::! hande~ them a haclge each .
Lige scowled when he saw that he was to shoot £ i:st,
being number seventeen, whi le Jed had the following
number, but .confident in his power, he soon smiled again.
The benefit of his recent practice must presently mani rest its elf.
.
''Are you alone-the polls close in five minu-tes- a
do!lar a head for entry," announced the colonel, in a loud
voice.
Two men were standing near by.
One seemed urging the other to enter the lists, which
the latter appeared unwilling to do.
Perhaps he realized how hopeless was his ta~k when
competing with such veterans as these sharpshooters.
The words of his companion or some sudden notion
must have inAuenced him at last, for, just as the colonel
was about to declare the lists closed, he stepped modestly
forward, handed in his money, and received a tag that
marked him as number nineteen.
All wa&; now in readiness for the shoot.
The colonel mounted a barrel to announce
rules governing the match.
Each com9etitor was allowed three shots, as
considered too much of a chance.
If by chance there should be a tie, it must be shot off.
Th is being all so simple, was readily understood b'
the competitors.
"
The shooting· began.
There were a number of first-class marksmen present
and some of the scores brought out cheers from th
audience.
Several had clipped the bull's-eye, but as yet
had entered the small circle in its center.
Thus the competition went on.
It came to the turn of Lige Bigelow.
Smiling, he drew a bead, and following the repo
came the signal that his bullet had pierced the center
the target.
.,
· Jed stepped up.
He had his lips shut tightly, but otherwise gave 1
signs of any nervousness.
It was ati old story with J eel.
An old shar9shooter like him had made a business
it so long- that he seemed hardly to take aim, then
pulled the trigger.
Another ceEle:· !
The crowd expn:&sed its approval 111 cheers.
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This was something like shooting, and ere the trophy
passed into the hands of the victor, they were apt to be
decidedly ente rtain ed .
Little attention was paid to th e stranger who had entered as nineteen.
He fired, and behold, another center.
Vvhen this fact was telegraphed, a number looked at
him v•ith renewed interest.
Perhaps here was a 1nan who would give Lige and Jed
a pull before going under-a dark horse suddenly loomed
up above the horizo!1 .
-The two old-time rivals had taken but one shot each,
and hence the stranger followed suit,
Colon el Jack. puffed out with importance, announced
that there was a tie.
A new t2rget would be put up in order to meet the
emergency-one that might be reckoned as worthy of the
skill of three competitors.
This announcement caused cheers to arise from those
present; the excitement had reached fever-height, and
bets were indulged in, but no one seemed to believe the
stranger would wit'!.

a

d

:h

CHAPTER II.

I

"MY

NA1IE IS

JESSE

JAMES."

Tl.
11s t'1me a sma 11 er target was placed, and the competition grew more earnest.
~n
Each in turn scored a ceEter.
V/ilder grew ·the excitement.
on
Shooting such as this had not been seen for many a
1e\ dav.
tly
The two old-time rivals fairly gfared at each other
11at in sullen fury; ead1 was determined· to do his best to win.
Lige had gained much through practice, but Jed seemed
to be on his mettle, and the result was mighty uncer1ple tain.
Strange that as yet neither of them seemed to pay any
was attention to the stranger.
He was beneath thei:: notice.
off. The real contest Jay 1between the rivals. This unb) known upstart 'had been enabled to keeip up with them
thus far more through luck than anything else, but he
mst speedily drop out of ,the race, as the pace would
set1t row swifter.
the As the second target had been done away wit'h, it was
announced that each competitor could choose one of his
nol}~wn, beginning- with Lige.
\ He bent a piece of willow wand. so that it would move
ith the wind, vv1iilc sticking up in the ground.
A small niece of the bark had been striooed from its
·epor;enter, leaving a white spct an inch long. - ter a When this wand waved in the breeze, a more difficult
·arget could not bE; imagined.
Lige had tihe advantage.
ve n\ He knew it.
For months he had been practicing at such a sway1g mark, until it become an old story with him.
iess o He knew his rival's weakness.
1 en h Jed was a remarkable shot at any stationary object,
ut when it come to ·one that was moving, he. could not
e depended on so thoroughly.
I Two other wands were prepared in exactly the same
·ay, ;md thrast into the. gTcu;1cl along-side the first one.

I

All was ready.
Lige cut his target in t\•:o at the fir st shot, and when
the pi:;ces were brougl'it in it was found that his bullet
had struck the white spot.
Hats were thrown uo.
Cheers rent the air. Lige became the pet of the multitude at once.
Again the colonel called "time!"
Silence reigned.
Every eye was on Jed, who nervously thrust his rifle
forward in 'his impulsive way.
This time he took aim, something no one had ever
known him to do before.
Evidently Jed realized what a task he had before him.
Then came the shot.
Hurrah! tihe willow twig was divided, and part of it
flew into the air.
But stay-Lige had quick eyes, and already he made
not e of a certain fact.
"Bring the pieces here," he called out.
This being done, it was discovered that Jed had sevePed the swaying wand an inch or so beyond the peeled
portion, and therefoiie his shot must be accounted a failure.
The old sharps1hooter fell back in chagrin when this
fact was announced, growling at the want of justice in
111aking him shoot at a mark selected by his rival, without giving him a chance to return the compliment.
"Lige wins!" shouted the crowd.
"I am proud to declare that our honored--"
Just there the colonel came to a stop, for a heavy hand
had alighted on his shoulder.
"Colonel; I beg your pardon , but it seems to me I am
entitled to a shot in this game."
Ah ! the stranger!
He had been utterly forgotten in the excitement of the
moment, which went to show what little chance they
thought he had.
The colonel was nothing if not courteous.
"I beg your pardon, sir. Certainly you are entitled
to a shot. Yonder lies your mark. Take your chance,"
and under his breath he added: ·'And much good will
it do you."
Tihe stranger assumed an easy attitude.
His manner was entirely free from affectation and
nervousnes'S . Any one could see that he had long been
familiar with firearms.
There was still son!ie laughing among those who had
>vag-ered on Lige.
The stranger turned his head.
"Judge, would you mind asking the gentlemen to keep
quiet and give me a fair show."
"Certainly, my dear sir. Gentlemen, I beg of you to
remain si lent. This party has a shot at the target."
Again the noise ceased.
Fair play was a jewel among ·llhese men.
Even a stranger in their midst was entitled to a show
at their hands.
The successful marksman, Lige, turned and cont::rr.plated his 11ew rival closely.
It was the first time he had paid any particular attention to the ·ot1her.
A shark of uneasiness crossed his foce as h' lookd
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under the slouch hat and noted the determined countenance of the stranger.
"Heavens! how like uhat man!" he mutrered.
Lige held his breath while the other aimed.
He would have gladly made some sound to have disconcerted the otJher, and as if by accident trod on the
tail of a little yellow cur that persisted in sneaking in
among the legs of the shooters.
T'he dog gave .an unearthly howl.
It was just a second too late, for the report of the
stranger's rifle 1had already rung out.
Dark glances were cast at Lige by a few fair-minded
men present.
Being a bullv by nature he did not mind it, but looked
eagerly toward the willow wands.
One of these had been divided.
Lige swore under his breath when his keen vision told
him it ·h ad been cut in twain exactly at the white mark.
This fact was verified ·~hen the remnants of the wand
were brought in.
Again the excitement increased.
Evidently the dark horse was looming up, and Lige
Bigelow ·had run across a foeman who was likely to
prove worthy of his steel.
The doughty colonel became interested .
He even condescended to glance at the strange marksman a second time.
This glance showed him a rather tall man, built with
sinews of steel, and a quick nervous movement that proclaimed him lightning on the shoot.
''It is your turn to propose a target," the presiding officer declared, to the unknown who ha·d entered as number nineteen.
"I know of nothing better than foe old game of splitting a bullet," he answered.
This was hailed with satisfaction by the crowd.
Once, it had been a familiar part of a shoot, but of
late years had died out entirely.
Preparations vvere quickly made.
A smooth piece of board was nailed to a tree, and into
it a knife was thrust in such a way that the edg•e of the
biade stood outward.
It was the object of the marksman to so strike the
blade as to divide the bullet, half entering the board on
either side of the knife.
As it was the sitra:iger's targiet, he fired fi'rst and ac·
complished his object.
Smiling, Lige stepped up and repeated the feat.
This pleased the crowd.
They did not care if the thing was kept up all day;
it afforded them sport.
As •t he two rivals had thus far come out even, another
target was created .
Tl1is was driving a nail.
A certain number of paces were measured off, and then
in turn they shot, each scoring a brilliant success.
What next?
The colonel had never been placed in such a predic~
ament before.
He scratched his head as he endeavored to consirler
new methods for trying the relative skill of the two
sharpshooters.
Jnst the1; Lige touched the other on the arm.

He pointed upward.
An osprey was sailing over far above their heads, and
doubtless heading for the swamps along the distant river
bottom.
''Firie with me!" he said.
Both rifles were raised.
Only one was discharged-that of Lig~ .
The fish-hawk doubled up in its flight, came down
almost like a stone.
\Vhilc it was rushing through the air, the stranger
sent in his shot.
They brought the bird in.
Loud exclamations arose when the plain mark· of two
bullets were discoyered.
This was shooting with a vengeance.
The like of it had certain ly never been seen before in
all that section.
It looked as though Lige had caught a Tartar.
The stranger had ~!ready beaten him, and yet the
match was not won, as this heat had been an off-hand
one not down on ·t he bill.
It had one effect.
Lige was rattled!
Onoe get a man in that condition, and he is very apt
to lose his grip.
'Dhe· colonel suggested an idea.
It was neither new or brilliant, but had always been
practical at the matches ·W·here the competitors were few
in number.
This was nothing more nor less than burying th~
turkey to be shot for, all .bt1t his head and Ii.eek, and at
a certain distance a way, using the moving head· fo r a
target.
Lots were cast for firsit shot.
Lige won.
The chances seemed i'n his fa·1or, bnt his star was not
in the ascendant.
He took his nlace.
Whispering died away until not a sound could be
heard save the sighing of the November wind among
the leafless trees.
All eyes were benrt either on the marksman or his
strange target.
The imprisoned turkey seemed to feel his peril, fo r he
kept his head goiIJg constantly in eccentric circles.
Theu came the report.
Lige had fired.
Did success greet him?
l o shout of approval followed, and' Bigelow shrank
back from the railing, as if conscious that he was about
to be defeated.
It came the stranger's turn.
He threw the weaipon to his shou lder, with everythi ng
to win and nothing to lose, since Llgie had already made
a miss of it.
Without wasting much time he fired, aiid the tmkey's
head flew into the air as if propelled from some peculiar
catapult.
"\i\T ell done!" shouted the cro1\'Cl.
Cheer followed cheer, coming from the partisans of
Jed Harkins, who were almost wild with delight at seeing the victory snatched from Lige.
.T he stranger smiled calmly as he let another cartridge
1
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fall fro m the magazine into the chamber of hi s rqJLci " .•·
rifl ~.
Evide1~tly

5
't, fo r the outlaw of M i£souri had been kicking up a

·· :-c..re in his Stat('. and a hea\ v r eward was on his h ead .
So feared \\ <1 $ the Missouri ·desperado that even when
be was an old campaigner.
he stood d'i cr'" one ma n appare ntly against two score,
A \·ictorv like thi s did not excite him.
a hancf wa s ra :"er! agaiust him, at least for the minTl ~c r e w-c:·e certain .hard li nes in his face that tn'.t'
a wild life in the past-he had sup ped many a tin
("·
.\ lechanic1tly the judg " handed him over the purse,
clunger, :ucl met deadly p eril hand to hand.
1\' 11ici 1 i.ii· Yict11:· ·• 01Vl:'cl ~rn av in his pocket.
:!\or was hi. counten::.nce frank and engaging.
.., ·,·me. h·ai , lcfs he goin~!."' said the man against
A c~os-:- o~Jse:·ve:- .,,·onld h'.'.ve fou ::d the ma--1
,. h.l, l the ·;d1o k coumrv was arrayec1 .
stamped it as so;11ewhat cruel.
. lju hdd his rr·peating titie in th " hollow of·his arm,
At a;rv rnte, he was a n1a1' who knew full 1H 1 ~
to t::ike c:i.re of himself-the dare-devil was cha. :1 1
r • 1r\\· fo:· instan! use.
Tlie man whr 1~::: cl exclaimed " I thought so," looked at
isti c of hi:~.
tbe t1':0 men. ;:s t.ie\' ,,, ; lkecl away backward, made a
He approacl:ed ! he colonel.
Lige had just heen whispering something- to the judge step or t\YO to11 ard th:r: ·. shook his head, and halted,
mu tt<"'ring :
'
of tl~e ceremon ies , who wa n ow observing the st r t:i""i'
lI
•· 1 reckon not.
Ii all di is crO\\ cl are afraid of those
with redoubletl interest .
l ncloes, why "houlcl 1 openly attempt their capture,
''Ha\·e I 11·011, Colonel Jack?" asked the strange• .
a·1,l ri,sk deat:1? ! can han' patience, and all will come
"Fairly and squa:ely, sir.' '
·
h
''The turkey is mi ne?'' pointing to the decapita, . ' ,to me:.''
The t\\·o Janws boy~ beat a retreat.
bird , just then being carried in.
Xo one molested t'.11..111.
"Yes, sir."
After\\'ard th e m en wondered wh y they did not attempt
·'Allow me to donate it?"
•.:J a1-r•!3t the o u tlaws, wh o were worth a s mall fortune,
''\,Yith nleasure ."
ap
tk<.cl o r alive. b u t each m an declared it was not hi'i
"You h~ve a widow in the town nam ed Grav?"
"A !2;00d wor.1an, but with a hard row to li'oe, a num- fu,n ·;·a I.
.
(; ~ course, the talk was all abont the surpnse that had
ber of children to support, and poor health."
COil'<' t il;:m.
"Her husband was one Archie Gray, I believe.·
\Vh~ ~were these me,, "t;,.,ing?
''Yes."
It was soon ascenainerl ·+ h...
mcler assumed names 1
"KilJed in the war-?"
they had come to this section to re cnperate after being
"Exactly, sir."
"I k:~ew him well-rode bes i,d e him on manv a wild severely wounded.
T 'n ey had decla r ed their wounds had been received in a
fora1·. and was at his side when a bullet struck. h im. ''
Those who heard the st range r say this grew more feud bul now it could read ily be understood that it had
deeply interested, fo r Archie Gray had been a rongh bee~ in a n encounter with the officers put o n their trail
ride-, first tmtkr Morgan and then with the guerrilla bv the express co mpany th ey had plund ered .
n chief of Missouri.
·
- It was with old J eel they had stopped, and he seemed
''How about the purse?" inquired the winner.
as much surprised as any of the other s ove: their identity,
The colonel held it nn in his hand.
as revealed by the successfu l marksman, m order to sed
"It is Yours, sir, on ·one conciition ."
cure his prize.
,
.
mo
"lndeecl ! " ·ha t is that?"
Presently the quiet strange r approached him.
''One of the rules of th e to urname nt is that the victor,
He had been making inquiries.
r 1 if unk nown, shal l g ive his name."'
"You arc J eel Harkins?" he asked .
The stra1wer started.
The old man nodded.
for l He cast a·· g lance to\\'arcl Lige Bigelow, as though
He was fcclina very glum, for h e had lost the match,
m ~ ntall y . decidi_ng that it was t~, him he O\\'ed it all.
, and, althoug'h ·hi~ rival 'h ad failed to win it, fhis on1y par'Is this pos1t1vely necessary f'
tially r econciled him to hi s loss.
"It is Ot!r ru!e."
Then, again, the declaration of the man he ~1acl kn own
h.
Th e str::u1b"e r loofoecl around him, a sneer upon his lip, as Toh n Roiberts had stu nned him. ·
s ~~as he said in a loud voice :
''Those men have been staying with you fo r som e
5 a
"Then I subm it to your rules. Colonel Jack. My name time?" pursued the ot h er.
is Jesse James, and I hail from the old State of 1viis"Weli, what of it?" came the surly r eply .
ouri."
"A good deal. Th ey have been known under other
.rylh "I thoue-ht so," muttered a man who stood in the
names. No one dreams of s uspecting that you knew
"
Y n1 crowd . and
h is eyes spa rkled; "my chase is ended-I
who they were. I am a seeker after the t ruth . My nam e
turk~1ave found m y game!"
is Bill Sikes, a nd I am a detective sent out by the authorit ies to arrest the Jam es boys."
pecu\
The old man looked him over from head. to foot.
CHAPTER III.
"The devil you say! Why, they 'd eat you alive, them
isan~
THE M.\N-HUN'l' BEGUN.
dare-devils, I reckon.' '
".Wait and see ," was the quiet response . ' " I think
t at
The mention of this nam e creakd considerable excitethey'll find Bill Sikes the toughest old crow they ever sat
)1ent.
cartr T 'h ere was hardly a man present who had not heard of down to."

\
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By degrees the detective got out of him all he knew,
which did not amount to a great deal, but gave Bill
Sikes all the proof he wanted that his men had been hiding all this while in this quiet Kentucky regibn.
Jeel and the detective had hard ly 'been talking five
minutes when several others came up; among them Lige
Bigelow.
The latter held out his hand to his old rival.
"J eel, let's bury the hatchet, and jine forces to hunt
them 1\lissouri outlaws. Thar's a pretty pile offered for
the two-enough to make us rich. \ i\/hat d'y.e say-are
ye in.?"
Jed saw no other way than to acquiesce, for his reputation was at take.
·"We '1!1 take ye in, Lige," he said, gravely.
'"Who·s we?" with a glance at the stranger.
"This here's a detective, w'ho~s been looking up Mr.
J essc J arnes an' his brother."
Soon a dozen Had rnrollecl themselves.
Lcav,ing tihe er sroaids -tavern, Jtlhe party of self-constituted vigilants made off in the direction of old J eel's
house.
The ex-sharpshooter lived in a commodious cabin, and
had quite a little farm around him, on \vhich he raised
tobacco and corn.
\Vh en they reached this spot questions were at once
put to the old woman.
Had the two strangers been there {
She had seen nothing of them.
The men had a 11t\111ber of things in the cabin which
they had apparently valued quite highly, and it seemed
probalble that they would be apt to return in oi·der to
claim them .
As the day was almost past, and the shadows of the
coming night near at hand, it was decided to lie in wait,
forming a sort of cordon around the cabin, with a code
of signals whereby the movements of all could be regulated.
Before an hour had passed after the falling of darkness, J ed touched hi s companion's arm.
"My ears are keener th ~ n yourn, and they tell me some
one. is comin' up the walk,'' he whispered.
"Good!" return eel the detective. .
.
.
,
He drew back the hammer of his rep eat111g nfle, and
half raised thP \Yeapon so as to be ready.
It was sure d:<;ath, apparently, for Jesse James to approach the cabi n in this path, and yet some one was certainly coming.
CHAPTER IV.
OUTWITTED.

The sounds grew clearer, and there could be no question now but what some person was advancing along the
·walk.
The detective, knowing well the desperate character
of the man he had come so far to arrest or kill , prepared
to fire.
Old J eel stayed him.
"Hold on, " he said, 111 a whisper, "don't shoot. It's
a woman arter all."
The figure had advanced into the light cast from the
window, and Sikes could see this now for himself.

It was a woman.
~ he appeared to be old and decrepit, for she advanced
with the use of a cane, and walked in the peculiar jerky
way rheumatics have.
Upon her li ead she wore a great s un bonnet that
e1::·tually hid her face.
An c)oicl shawl covered her bent fo:-111 over the homely
ciress, and one band clutched at this lo prevent the w;nC!
from robbing her of. i't. while t'i1e other held the stout
cane with which she did her walking.
The detective lookeci at the remarkable figure with
some surprise.
"Who in the cl vii is that?'' he asked.
''The ·widow Cray," replied Jed.
''Ah ! I heard him donate the turkev to her. Does
she r:ome often to your house?''
,
"Not formerly, but since my boarders came she seems
to hev been more frequent."
"V'{e knO\Y why. She knew who they were."
By tlhis •time th::: singular-l ooking crea.ture hJ.d passed
into the ho use.
:A. short interval passed.
1 o sounds were heard from the house.
' i\/hen ten minutes or so had gone the door opened
again and some one can~c out.
The widow.
She carried a small bundle now, which old Jed eyec
with great suspicion, while she hobbled down the patt
tO\•varcl, them.
"l'd like ter know mighty well what she is got in tha
package:," 'he muttered, as though he feared lest th1
wid ow might be carrying off all his worldly possessions
The dctecrive 6Uessed his intention and held him it
again with a check rein.
"Don't do it, Jed-too dangerous. Let her go-yo1
know where to find her."
Later on he was ready to have some one kick him fo
this advice.
·who can see through everything?
T 1he bent figure hobbled past .th em, whining and mul
tering as sh e went, as was the lnbit of the rheum:i.ti
widow of the dead raider .
Soon she disappeared from view.
Again silence.
A short time elapsed.
Then the light iu the window
three times.
"Thunder!" ej aculated Jed.
"\Vhat's wrong now?"
"\Nhy , that's a signal from the old woman, one ''
used to have years back."
"v\ihat does it mean?"
"She ,,·ants to sec me."
•·But how does she know you are :-irou;:d, s:nce
haven' t been in the house?''
At this Jed started .
"Don't know , unless she guesses it. Anyhow,
somet hing gone wrong. and she wants ter see me. Da
ger in the air, too, else she wouldn't use the old signa·
Springing to his feet, gun in hand, Jed quickly cover
the dozen yards that lay between their hiding place a
the door of the cabin.
The d~tective, watching, saw him enter.
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Then h e listened a n d kept watch, but neither sound
nor .oight that was suspiciou s greeted him.
Perh<.:ps five miirntes passed .
The11 the cabin door . opened, and old Jeel's guant
fig ur e was seen 011tli ned in si lh ouette against the b right- 1
1rnss within the room.
,:Cantain !"
The. fellow was calling· loud en ough· to alarm the whole
ll ei·giJ borhood.
·
What could he mean?
Had he taken leave of his senses?
The detective was too choked with Indignation to
answer at first, even had he so intended; so he remained
silent.
Jeel ca lled again.
"Captain. I wa n t ye. Come here. Somethin 's happcn~cl, by gosh!"'
That changed the complexion of th ings.
lf anything hacl hapFnecl he ought to k now about it,
that \\"as sure.
\,\iith a g i·oan at the strange way things were going,
the detective arose to his feet and advanced toward the
house.
Je ri greeted him.
·"This way, captain. Come right in."
'·But si.1ppose they should come?''
''?\ o clanger."
" Eh?"
" He's been here alreadv."
·'vVhat ?''
.
''Jesse James has been here."
'"But \·our worn:in said not."
"That· was an h our back .. ,
'·vVell ?"
''Since then he' called and taken his tr:ips ."
" Thunder ! the old widow--"'
1
" 0/as Je se James . sure enough!"
The detective gritted his teeth.
"I swar, the imitation was splenclicl , and he deserve.;
to get off . .,
''Off I He hasn't escaped yet."
J ed looked t 1p quickly.
"Then you mean to faller him?"
''Well. it irn"t in Bill Sikes to let a thing stop so easy.
Ji yo u a nd the men are with m e. well and good; other,,·ise, I go alone."
is
The ex-sharpshoo~er looked his :.tdmiration for the
man who would dare hunt. single-lwndccl, two such desperadoes as the James boys .
"Oh! we're with ye, captain. Once we m ::ke np c~ir
e ' minds to a thing, you bet it goes."
"Bring y.our men up, then .. ,
"All of 'em?"
•
"Yes, C''. erv man; I want them to u nde:·s t2.nd the cas:::
~ Y fully before ,\,ego farther. Pe rh aps they may have some
surr,n-cstio1i to offei-..,
·
Jeel proceeded to call the men,. and in a few moments
th.a thev were on hand.
Dal Sikes began to ask q u estion s.
sna1 In this way he learned something that was likely to
ivenredouml to his advantage.
·ea
.
·
O n e of the men stated that several days before he .
lc'hanced to b e a t tile lo n e whisky _still o f .a n ol~ herm it

I
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moonshiner named Derrick, up in the mountains, when
he saw the two strangers approaching .
D errick went · out to meet them, and greeted them as
old friends.
T'hcy talked earnestly fol· a w hile and then left.
As they were going he caught the parting words:
"It mav come sooner than we think, Derrick."
"Sooner or later, I am ready; I do not forget what
you did for m e once, years ago."
T11ese wor,ds seemed full of significance to the detective when he heard t'hem.
He was quick to decide a thing.
"You can take us to this old hermit's place?" he asked
the man.
The latter nodded.
"On one coi;iclition, sir."
"Name it."
'·you are an officer of the law?"
" That is so."
"This old man, like many others in the wild m ountain
districts o' Kentucky an' Tennessee, breaks the law. H e
is no o utlaw, and leads a quiet, orderly life, but he i ·
bound to make his moo ns hine whisky, and pay no taxe
on it."
"Exactly."
"You have hunted such men, I reckon."
"My lines haYe been in other places," returned th e de·
tective, and it was well he could say so, for among thos-arouncl him there were a number who would have h ate·!
him on the spot had th ey learned he was a revenue officer.
''T'hcn you 'll s1Yea r not to betray him ; or use your
knowledge agin' him?" pursued the man, who really had
an interest in the still of the old her.mit, which accounted
for hi s deep interest in the matter.
l11ll Sikes raised 1his head solemn·ly.
"I promise nevE'r to reveal the existence of the hermit's srill, or to use my knowledge of his hiding place
in any way that could bring him harm. Will that satisfy
yon'''
"Entirclv."
''Then l ~ad on to the place."
''\Vait till Jed hyar gets a lantern."
The sharpshooter was only a minute or so in procuring this , and thus equipped they set out for the den of
the mountain hermit, where it was believed the J ames
Lays had fled.
1

CHAPTER V.
'r !le'.

JIER~II1'ACI-:

S1'1LL.

The cbrknes> L'.nd('r tile trees was intense, an-cl Sikes
•0 0:1 c1;s<:o';0:·ed why the:: had need of a lantern .
It wot:ld l1 avc been almos t· impossible to h ave mad•.:
progre ss along this :011t·e otherwise.
·
The detective had marked his man.
He \\"ho carried the lantern was the one who had
~iven the infornnticn respec tmg the fact of the hermit
being- an old friend of the man \\"horn they now hunted
so vigorou sly
His happening to be at the still was, of course, all a
fable, for he had :m interest in it .
Sikes kept at his side.
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I'~ot that he distrusted the man, for the other had volunteered to guide thnn, there being nothing compulsory
about it.
In the first place, he received the: benefit of fhe light,
and this was no small matter, consideTing the r oug~1
nature of the trail.
Then, again, it gave him a chan ce to interview the
m an, and this was what he wanted.
"Jordan's a rough road to travel," he remarked, as one
of the men behind stumbled and feil, m uttering to himself as ·Jie arose.
The other chuckled.
''We might have .taken an easier one."
"How is that?"
''This trail is sh orter."
"Thrn there an: two?"
''Yes."
"And tho:.e we hunt--"
"Have gone the other way."
"This path is shorter ?"
''Yes."
"Is there any chance that we may reach the place
ahead of them?;'
"I can "t say about that ; much depe nds on the way
t hey :nake time; but my iclee in takin ' t his route vvas to
avoid running agin ' 'em on t he way, and to let us use ,.a
lantern ..,
"Good . You have a long h ead, frie'nd."
..,,
They lapsed into silen ce fo r a few minutes, during
which progress was made, Iudiau file, along a very narrow trail.
Finally the nature of the ground allowed the detective
to once more come up besi<le the guide. and he began
askin g guarded qu estions agai n. wi t h the idea of becoming posted in respect to the situation ahead, in order to
feel somewha t at home there when the Lime came fo r
action.
Th us thev went on.
There \\·a·s some satisfaction in the tho ugh t that a ll the
while they were drawing n earer the place where those
they sought might be found.
The trail already Jed upward. proving that the hermit's hiding place, like most of the moonshiner dens,
was an eyrie far up the hills.
The otq1er route led up the gully.
It was a regular road.
That which they iollO\red co uld only be called a trail,
and w2s known but to a few of those who were deepest
in the secret of the distillerv.
All were so bu sily engaged in climbing that it was
n ext to impos s ible to exchange words .
At lhe head was the guide, bearing the lantern.
After quite a little siege the party reached a sort o f
pl ateau, ''"her e they could res t and recover t heir breath
for a minute.
This rock was far up th e mountain s ide.
It stood out boldly.
Iu ·~he dw.yti me one could see a J.ong distance over the
valley from this lookout.
_\ pile of brush occ;_1pied a place on it, and the detectiYe kr-::·-,y t'i1is \\°:!S mc:11;·t fo;· a s;g:1al fi;·e. to blaze up in
c:::.se of trouble at the still, and bri ng friends of the h ermit

to ·]; i.s

;issi~tance .

They stood upo n the flat ro~k to reCOYer their breath.
·· Bill S ikes, sta n ding near the man who was ser\'ing as
a g nide, heard him give a sudden exclama tion of surprise.
'"\Vhat is it? '' he asked, believing, of course, that the
facl must bear upo n their case.
"Do you see yonder light?"
The man was pointing, aud, following in the direction
of his arm as well as he could, Sil;es saw to what 11e referred.
•·Yes. I strik e it," he replied.
" \\'hat do you make it out?"
''I should say a fire ."
"Her\\' far awa . "
''Perhaps two {i.1iles."
"It's near five."
' 'You don't sav !"
''That fire is o.n a rock above the road , at the entrance
to the vali ey."
"A. signal?':
' 'Exactly. It is intended for the hermit."
"What cloes it mean?"
''That da nger menaces . Enemies are in the valleyth e still is in peril."
While thus speaking the guide looked at Sikes in
rath er a queer way.
This struck the detective home.
"See h ere, friend, you suspect me!"
"Well , you a r c a detective," bluntly.
"B ut not a revenue officer. I give you my word of
11onor I know n9thing o f any contemplated raid. nor
have I a ny connection with the officers who are engineering it."
Somehow hi s manner, as much a hi words, seemed
to in fluence the gu ide.
"I believe yo u. B ill Sikes. Thar is my ha nd on it.
But danger is nigh, an' it complicates matters, ye see, to
have these officers com ing down on us while we are engaged on other business."
•'J understand."
"Vl/e have no more·i:im e to lose. Let us m ove forward
and find old Derrick."
The others had seen the signal fire by this time, and
un ders tood its m ea ning.
They had a common interest in the secret still of the
old hermit. for fro m it came the moonshin e mountain
de\\· whic h they imbibed.
Hence, none. o f them were willing that disaster should
come upon the place.
Agai n the gu id e lc-d the way.
He no longer needed th e lantern.
The trai l was open n ow, lead in g from the table rock
to the den itself.
As Sikes s upp o~cd. a c:i.ve in the mountain served a~ a
hiding place. This \rnuld be found the case in two instances out of three . a nd many ingeniou plan s were re~orted to in order to hide the locati on from the keen eves
ever on the lookout fo r such places. Sometimes the p.ip"'
was .:-un up into a hoilo,,· tree, so that the sm oke would
c~.cape anion~ the branches, or along a cleft in th e rocks
to a !'Pot inacceEsiblc.
The lantern bei!1g ext in guished, the little party adv:rncccl afte r their guide.
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It was a strange situation.
Here they \Yere creeping toward the still, with th e intent ion cf sm prisi ng the ' ih en th e ~· supposed \'." ere with
Derrick, and " ·ho would probably make a d esp erate
ng'.1t; while at the s:une tim e a party of revenu e o ffic ers
!:ad entered the nlicy with the int ention of cap turin g
tl:ie h1nrnit m c onsh!n er, and ·confiscating h~ s property.
"Xot a whi sper n o w; v.-e are near the p lace," annotcncccl ~-heir gnid <.>.
A ll became sil ent.
Thev m :ived f.o rw:ir-d. and {';1tered bet,;·een two wal!.s of
stone, ·where the darkness was int ense ; but there was no
dan ge r oi slipping-. :.:nd \vhcn on e ha¢ onc e passed bet~ic e n the:>e ja\YS h e could not go as tra, very well.
A gleam of lig:1t ahead!
Creeping fonv::i rd, th ey drew n ear the spot where th e
li~ht escaped.
An old cabin, wh ich had been built manv vears before to shield refu gees in war times, was rnad e to do
service as a distillery.
It was lodged am.ong the rocks in a wa y that m ade its
discovery . >.ave by accid ent, alm ost beyond poss ib ility,
- !Or a man \\·ould hardl y ent er th e dark a;i.d fo :·b idcling
passage leading to the hut, unless \varned b efo rebncl
!l with regard to \\"hat he would find there.
It was a window through wh ich the light escapeclminus a ~a s h .
. v\ihen the guicle aiid Bill Sikes reached it th ev both
peered into th e plac:~ .
It \\":l S ::i qneer ?;?"ht.
There \Vas th e still. rhe fire burning, sev era l b arr els
around." an olcl bmp or two tryi n g to di spel th e darkQ ness, and all th e paraph erm.lia that 1~ight b e exp ected in
such a place.
One man only was in siP-ht.
Bill Sikes gnin~ed his di~gnst.
This was th e he rmit m oo1ishin er.
He seemed a quai ;1 t ch ar ac ter. g·aunt in figur e, \\·ith a
grizzled beard and long hair. a s g ray a s a badger.
J Bill Sikes h~ rdly knew what to make o f fl1e situation ,
1ar.d touch ed hi s compamon 's arm .
Thr gui de ben t his h ead .
"Have we arri ved before them?"
''Hardh· . Th ey had plenty of time to reach hq.r."
''Th en thev haven't come. "
"That do11't signiiy ."
"You see for yourself."
"\Vait. I've an iclec old Derrick mu st have hidden 'em
awav."
The man's words put n e\\. hop e into th e mi!1d o f th e
detec'.ive. e\'er al ert to seiz e t< pon any thing that gave
promise of success.
CHAPTE R VI .
r

:-l'p

TR.\ CK ED T O HI S

DE r.

As they stood there. t_h e old hermit poked his head out

, u!Of the window and demanded :
,d "Who's th:i.r ?"
"Me-Abe Skinner ," r~plied the g uide.
a\ "Sounds like \·ou've got an <>.rrny along."
' · ome of the boYs."
They entered the stillhouse.

Old D errick nodded to each, in turn, as he recognized
frien ds 'amcng them .
\V hen he came to the detective, he look ed at him
sharply, as tho ug h some sudden suspicion took shape in
his mind .
"A fr iend of mine, uncle; I'll gL:arantee his good
fai th," sa id Skinner , hastily.
.
T he h erm it m ~1 t te r e d something, as thoug h he might
be or~ ly ha lf c01w inced ; bu t he did n ot attempt to arg ue
th e case.
"Quite a s urprise party,' ' he said , g riml y.
E vid ently he suspected the n ature o f th eir err:111d , alth OL<G"h he gave no hint of such a fact. The sharp eyes
of Abe Skinner told him it \\·as so.
"You wonder w hy we ar e here, uncle ?"
"Yes."
"Not to h y corn-juice, but to brin g \Varning.''
' ' Of wh at ?"
"Danger is nig h ."
The old man shifted hi s weight from one foot to the
other and looked a little n ervous.
"\Vhat d ·ye mean by tha t:"
"U nde, t·hc signal fire burn s ai Bear's H ead Cut."
At tlus th e h erm it looked al armed-his thin face took
on an expression almost of ter.-or.
··The beacon afire-then. by th e hol y smoke, the wolves
mi.1 st be corn ing ...
·'I r eckon they are. uncle. and we are here to help yon
defend the place or hide the stuff, as you may decide ...
must see the fire rnv self before I believe it," muttered the rnoonsh;n er.
H e had been expecting the thing so long that, when
it came. he was ha rdly in a con dition to believe it, especially as he had a n idea there was something else in the
wind.
" Corn e with me-bo vs. stav 11Var."
The detective took noti on to g o along, but he found
some trouble in keepi ng up, for these two men knew the
\'la\" so well t hat the v made r emarkable time.
A ll managed to reach the A.at rock at about the same
time.
The hermit immediately cast hi s eyes about in the direction where he had for many nights been looking for
the sig nal fire.
Ther~ it \ms , burning brightly.
There could be no mi stake.
He uttered an ex clamation of awe at sight of it, as
though almost oyerpowered.
"Abe."
' 'Well? "
"\Viii you swear fo one thing?"
"\Nhat is it, uncle?'"
"Diel you have a hand in lighting that bla ze?" pointing with hi s long arm in the direction where th e fa ra wo.y fi re g lowed .
Th e detective gu essed the m otive pi·_ompting thi s questi on. a1: d it echoed a susp icion that had already found
l o r. 1 g ;~~ ent in hi s o wn mind .
J5 er baps A be had sen t a ma n to kindl e the fire in order
to cau se con sternation in the mind of the old h ermit
moon shiner.
Under the circum stances he awaited the reply of th e
guide with consid erable inter est .
''I have had nothing to do wi t h it; the fire burn s be-
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cause there is danger. I believe Government officers- are
about to make a raid in this region. You know we have
heard of it for some time back, uncle."
Old Derrick showed great excitement.
These gaunt people are generally of a nervous temperament, but, when the time comes for action , t hey get
th ere all the same.
T hi s man, old as he was, proved equal to the occasion.
"Back to the cabin!" he cried.
They made a rush in that direction, and such was their
haste that twice Bill Sikes stumbled and fell, though he
did not seriously injure himself on either occasion.
Reaching the cabin, they found the others awaiting
their coming.
''Take hold, boys. We'll leave an empty cage when
the wolves come. Cheerily, now, and the work will
soon be done ."
_ It was A be who spoke.
The men understood exactly what he mean t, having.
been forewarned.
Spurred on by the example of their leader, the men set
to work with a will, tran spor ting the parts of the portable
still to the r ecesses in the rocks not far a way-places
pointed Ot!t to them by the old hermit himself.
Lanterns were used, of course, :for the darkness ,,-as
too great to admit of any moYement without some such
illumination.
';\ Vatch the old man; I've an iclee he means to get
aw_ay and give us the slip," the guide managed to whisper to Sikes.
This chanced to be just what the detective had been
liin king himself.
He k new what a sly old fellow a man of Derrick's build
was apt to be.
A ll the while he had kept his eye on him, not !11eaningto be left in the lurch.
Their suspicions were verified .
· The old mountaineer hovercJ around until about the
last of his chattels had been secreted.
Then, without even waiting to thank the men who had
come to his relief, he, like t he Arab, "folded his tent and
silently stole away."
The t wo m en saw him go.
A lantern he carried y;as ::i. guide to their feet, and they
set about following him :it once.
The rising wind for~~::1 atel y prevented any little noise
they made from being heard, and thus they were enabled
to keep a certain di$tance behind the mountaineer.
On this same wind there suddenly came borne to their
cars the sounds of shouts and shots.
These came from across the valley.
The lank moonshiner stopped to listen, and they could
hc:J.r him muttering to ·himself.
Evidently he was more than ever alarmed by this evidence of war.
Abe found a cl.ance to ""his per to his companion an
explanation cf the r:~2.ecr.
uI r cc:kc·n th.:: officer:. have tackled Sandy Blair's still
over yor.d-.r, ;me! tile: l;oys are trying to hold c ut, but it
ain't no 'tsi:; it's <:ii over."
Silence ha::l, in<lec<!, descended upon t he scene once
more-the s;:oL·!5 aud shots wi:re bu t a fading memory-of
~lie past.

Old Derrick had once again pick'Ci up the trail, and ~
was hurrying along.
It kept the two men busy fo llowing him, and only for
the friendly breeze soughing in the leafless branches. of.- c
t he t rees near by, they could never have accomplished it
without betraying their presence to the m en they fol- . t
lowed.
.
. t
He w:J.s leading them into the wildest -portion "en the
rr.o unta ins-it was evident that bis secret den mu st be
in an almost inaccessibl e region.
11
Still it could not be far from the still, for ·he had not t
bee:n given a great while to show hi-s g uests there _and l;

rec urn.
It was str:i.ngc to S ikes that, while the old man _had
never evc11 shm\"11 hi s partner this secr et d en, he was
now willing to share wit h others.
\Vhat sort of service h::tcl the James boys clone him or
h is i11 tlie D::t st?
Their j o.u-rn ey soon ended .
The: secret den ]av before them.
lt.s presence would hardly have been suspected, for it
\\·a~ cntirclv hidden fr om vievv .
L uckily they 'had followed closely Lipon the heels of
t!ic cmc- 111:111 who knew where it lay, and success crowned
th c:ir efforts .
01,i Derrick had been tracked at last!
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CHAPTER VII.
PLAYING

FOR

A

LIFE.
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To_reach the moonshiner's den required some show_ of .
reckless daring_
0
h by over the ed!:re of a cliff in the rocks that
nretchcd clown. Heive~ alone k~ew how far.
t
A stout rop~ w:is secured to a tree, and trailed over
the edge of this abyss, concealed by vines.
They saw Derrick fasten his lantern to his girdle~ and
s\\' in g over the edge fearless ly.
Cran ing their necks, they watched him descend the
rope some thirty feet.
·
T hen he landed on a shelf of rocks, and immediately)
vanished from view, e n~ering some unseen hole.
.; Th un der !" ej aculated Abe.
"'Kind of ri sky business. ch?"
· ·'I don't believe them feliows went Jown."
"vVhy not? They're dare-devils from away back. Perhaps there may be anothe r entrance, but ,,-e don't know 1
of it, and, if we want to find our men, we must go down>
that rope."
Abe gasped a little.
He was used to meeting a man on his own ground,
'however, and would n ot back clown.
"I'm in it if you are, pard ," he sa irl, gr imly.
t
"Count on me ther e. Come, we' ll find the end of the 11
i·ope."
Having noticed the spot ''"here the old mountaineer 1
had begun his descent, they had no trouble in discovering
what they sought.
The bold detective prepared to de cend.
''Let me go first," said Abe.
He hardly meant it, but it seemed as though he
to make some such r emark.
"No, it is ,my part," decided Bill Sikes.
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He swung boldly over the edge, but not before he had
At any rate, no matter what danger they ran, they
examined the rope wit!~ bis fingers and made sure thia( would not be falling into hoies.
it was well fastened.
Their peril would wholly consist of the danger of disLife was precious to even a man of his character, ac- covery by human foes.
customed to taking it in his own hand.
Stead ily they advanced.
He slid clown slowly, as it was not his desire to miss
The passage was a freak of nature, and would p~ob
the ledge and drop down from the end of the rope into ably lead them to a chamber.
he unknown depths.
Would they find those they -sought there?
• Both men hoped so.
What if the rope s·houlcl break?
Such a thing was possible. of course, although he did
At the same time, they knew what this would mean
ot expect it, as the moonshiner had not hesitated to for them, since th e men they hunted were worse than
rust his weight upon it, and this he would no t have clone tigers to trail. Indeed, most people would sooner attack
had there bee;1 any doubt as to the capacity or reliability a royal Bengal tiger in his native jungle than Jesse
James among· the mountains of Missouri.
'of the article.
Still there was a chance.
"Hide the light, and Jet us look ahead."
W ·ell, if it hapj)Cnecl, the detective wouJc\ never know
The detective had an idea that they must be near the
what ailed him.
encl of their trail, and he meant to make sure of it before
I Such a thing did not happen, fortunately for the man going too far.
dangling there.
When Abe had covered the lantern with ·h is coat, they
, He began to w'h irl around a little, but, by using his could see ahead, for although darkness rested in thei'r
feet against the face of the rock, put a stop to this.
immediate vicinity, beyond lay a light that gave them
The ledge at last, thank goodness!
considerable satisfaction.
Bill Sikes, accustomed as he was to peril, heaved a
It meant that their \York was drawing near an encl-at
sigh of relief "·hen hi s foet came in corttact with the least, so far as finding the den of the old mounta.ineer
platform.
was concerned.
So far aJI was well.
Abe blew out the lantern.
When he had gained a secure footing, 'h e gave the rope
They had no further use for it, at least just then,
a double shake, as a signal to Abe that all was well, and• though in the future it might oi1ce more come in handy.
that it \.vas time for the other to begin his descent.
Creeping forward, they finaJly reached a point from
Th is he was not loath to do, since the detective had whence they could see what was desired.
passed over the dangerous ground in safety.
"Here they are," ;vhisper·ed Sikes.
Sikes could hear him descending.
Sur~ enough, the James boys w~re in sight.
He kept hold of the rope. so that Abe might not pass
They
sat in the chambe1:, talking with the old moun. by and go to his death.
. ·w hen he finally grasped hold of the other, Abe gave taineer, and at the same time munching som~ food that
had been secured at the cabin of Abe's friend, Jed Har~ low exclamation, for his nerves were, naturally, a little
kins.
unstrung.
It was a sight to gall a man. Here, directly before
•·Is that you , Sikes?"
:his eyes, Sikes saw the 0L1tlaws whose bodies represented
"Yes. Ti1is is where you Janel .. ,
so many thousand dollars to him if delivered to the l\IisThey stood on the ledge.
souri a·uthorities.
Around them all was inky darkness.
All that seemed nece ssary was to take a good aim, give
Only above cou ld the. gray sky be seen. It had app eared dark before. but. in comparison with their nresent the word, and. with the double r eport, the awful deed
surroundings, the overcast heavens ~vere not so gloomy would be done .
'vVas Abe equal to it?
~fter all.
He could hear the man grating hi s teeth, and there
···which way, captain?" asked Abe.
His services as a guide were no longer in reqnisition, flashe d into Sikes' mind the recollection of \\·hat he had
ence he fell back into the position of follower. the determined respecting Abe-that the man was governed
older spirit assuming the lead, as was perfectly natura.l. by some motive of revenge as deep as th e gratitttde of
old D errick was strong.
He went. apparently, into the rock.
Yes. Abe could be clep,endecl on.
"There must b<:> an opening."
He was in for blood.
"\Ve will inYestigate.''
"Can vo~1 take Frank," asked the other.
This they al c:1·~·c cEd, and with the best of results, for
"Yes," whispered Abe, in reply.
t v;as fonml that there was a cleft inst beside them, and
.. i\ othing in the way?"
e mdoubtedly th e n<oonshiner had entered at that po~t.
''All clear."
"Then take a dead aim."
To arlvancc into thi s inky clarkriess \Yithout a light was
A few seconds had elapsed .
r Jot to be ctrc~mecl of .
"How are you?' ' whispered Sikes, believing the mog Abe had a lantern, having been shrew cl enough to se'ure one at the caLin, he sus1)ec~ing that they might \\"ant ment had arriYed when the world \Yas about to be relieved from the presence of two m en whose names hacl
iO use it .
become synonvmous with terror in thei r ~1issouri
This now came in handv.
Lt
A match \V<!S struck, and then the canc!le il1 the Ian- haunts, especially ar~10ng express messengers and railroad men generally .
. rn touched off.
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"I've o-ot him! Give the word!" <>ame the low but terReaching out, he drew Abe near, and whispcrd in his
,,..
.
ribly significant reply.
ear words of encouragement.
"Pati ence ; make no sound. I have an idea I'i1ey have
Sikes had opened his mouth to do so, when, just as
suddenly, darkness so intense that it could almost be not g one, but, su spe'cting someth ing-. lie in wait. \•Ve can
felt came uoon the scene.
affo rd to lose a little .time much better than to sacrifice
our lives ...
"Don't fire!" whispered the detective, hastily.
He woqld take no chances.
This struck Abe as good sense, and he proved quite
Unless they could make dead sure work of their men, willing to ahicle by the other's clecisio11.
it was folly to shoot and alarm them.
• So thev remained as sil ent as death.
Better to lie low and trust to luck.
Ears '~ere continually strained in the endeavor to
"vVhat's wrong?" asked Abe.
catch some sounC! that would indicate the proximity of
He seemed all in a tremor, having been so near to the hunted men.
shooting one of the dreaded James boys, and · yet not
They beard nothing-at least, time passed on, and all
firing.
remain ed quiet.
"The light went out."
Sil es wa s a stayer; that \':"as what he called himself,
"Yes, I know that. D'ye think they know we're hyar ?" at am· rate.
"I reckon."
·
H e. did not g ive up easily.
"Then we'd better look out for soualls."
The game was worth all it cost, seeing that the stakes
"Keep your gun ready. There's
screw loose some- were human lives-either their own, or those of the
outlaws.
where, and we'll soon find out just where."
Abe was plainly uneasy.
How long they remained thus they had no practical
He felt that they were in deadly danger while so near means of finding out , but it seemed like a long time,
the enemy.
when a voice came from the darkness, somewhere ahead:
"This is all foolishness, Derrick. There·s nobody
What were the others doing?
Had the light been put out purposely, and, if so, what around. Call it off. and give us a light."
was the idea?
Sikes punched Abe with his elbow, and the latter sigPerhaps even then the James boys were creeping up, nified that he unde rstood.
Their game was still on deck.
bent upon killing those who hunted them.
"\Vhat shall we do ?" Abe asked, anxious to have the
Would the mountaineer do as Jesse James requested,
and start up the light?
other make a rno.ve.
If so, the time was at hand 1or bµsiness.
"Nothing. Lie on our oars a while and wait to see
They faced in th e dir<:>ction of the voice, so as to be
what developments come," was the reply.
"All right."
ready to get in their work, and nervously fingered the
If the detective could· stand it, there seemed' no reason locks of their guns, waiting for the light to flash upon
why he should not.
the scene.
''Crouch here, back to back, and be ready to put in
good work, if necessary."
"I'll fire at the first sight Gf 'em," declared Abe.
CHAPTER VIII.
He, too, knew, from past experience, how ready the
James boys were with their weapons, and did not mean
LEFT IN THE DARKNESS.
to give them more of a chance than was absolutely neces' '.Another change came.
.
sary.
It remind·e d· the detective of the time when., lie looked
So they waited.
Low voices drifted to their ears, but to save their lives through a kaleidoscope; each turn of the hand formed
new combinations of the colored glasses, and no two
they could not place them.
Probably the tJucee men were discussing the matter, were alike .
The voice of old Derrick sounded.
and arriving at some conclusion.
"I tdl you they are near by. I heard a whisper some
Would they relight the lamp, either to resume their
former occupation, or search for the parties whose pr·es- time ago. You have ruined all by speaking aloud."
"Then what shall we do?" asked Jesse James, testily;
ence they suspected?
If so, the two men in hiding could once more take aim "rush forward and grapple with the unseen foes in the
··
and send their bullets in with the assurance that they dark?"
He was capable of just such work.
would be fatal.
Not so Der-rick.
The minutes passed.
The •weight of years had brought wisdom to ihis brain,
Gradually the voices grew fainter . .
Were the men moving away, or was this merely a trap and he 'had long since ceased to act from mere impulse
alone.
to engulf them?
' 1No, not that; I will show you a better way," he said,
NGJ1w, if evet, was tbe time for the ·d etective to prove
quickly.
his sagacity.
Then the voices, which could not be placed with any
He was no fool.
Had he been, h'e: might have ordered the lantern exactness, died away.
Abe was pl ainly uneasy, and the bold officer himself
lighted again, and perhaps have paid1 the penalty with his
life, for how was he to be sure that the James boys 'h ad did not feel entirely complacent.
There see.med cause for nervousness,
le-ft the a4.iacent chamber~ ?, .
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The strange and mysterious words of the hermit must
mit of a 111e::111 ing.
What could it be?
He meant to do something.
\ Vas he about to flash a lig'ht upon the scene from some
1er quarter th::it would rcve;:i] the position of the in1clers, while himself and friend s were concealed from

The James boys were old hands at this sort of business, and they would not be likely to show any signs of
being .flustered, but would instantly open the battle.
Any one who knew them could tell what this meant,
for they had become notorious for the astonishing rapidity with which they fired from the belt or pocket.
It seemed as though the conversation of the two men
must be just for the benefit of those who listened near by.
\\'?
It might be so .
They heard words that gave them a chill.
Bill Sikes did not like the idea of being made a target
T he J arnes boys were rehearsing what terrible ven· such 111en as the James hrotl:crs to practice at.
geance they would have upon those who were consp iring
On the whole. it might be better to move .
to run them out of Kentucky.
Should the others find nothing when they came to exBy and by it struck the detectiv·e that there could be
nine the place, they would conclude that th ey must have little do ubt that the others knew of their presence.
The words spoken seemed to be peculiarly adapted to
:en mistaken.
Thu s, feeling at ease again, they would be rhrown off the circumstances; too much so to be the mere result of
ir gllard, and, when the tim e came, the attacking party chance.
This was very unpleasant.
nlcl o::ce more secu re the advantage.
H e com;:~nnicated his icl"eas te> Abe , and was not at all
His position had already becon,1e serious, because of
rprised to fold the other agree with him immediately. the fact that he was lying upon 'his gun in a way that
I t suited Abe to get away from that dange rous vicinity cansed the weapon to dig him in the ribs, and now this
awful thought came to add to <his misery.
once.
He could stand it no longer!
H e believed in the pre.sent, and was will ing to let the
Even though it were death to make the move, he felt
t ure look out for itself.
that he would hav·e to do it.
So they crawled away.
In this he was forestalled .
Luckily, th ey managed to find sr.;rne th ing behind \rhich
The voice of Jesse Jam es sudden ly rang out :
y could hide. anc\, when the light appeared on the
"Cover 'em, Frank!''
11e, both men were fiat nnon their faces behind a bnnImmediately a brace of heavy revolvers gleamed in the
of clothes, .j nst concealed an cl no more.
So close were the James boys thlt Abe and Bi ll hardly lamplight and were aimed at the two men crouching- bereel to moye a finger for fear lest they should be clis- hind th<2 bundles.
Back of these were the faces of the Missouri despera·ered .
~(,es, gleaming with the fi erce light of aroused passion.
:1 ~1.or e i.han once lhe rnonntaineer, peering- over the obDeath was very near.
uction. thonght he ~aw Jes :se Jam es looking him direct
Bill Sikes sat uo.
tl1e eye, and, feeling sure they we re discovered, he
s tempt.eel to spring to hi s f ee~ and trust to luck to
He looked his ei1 e111ies fnll in the eyes.
It was not the fir st time in his life that he had come
n.
•
F ortunately for him self, he conqtierecl this su<ld·en in- so near his doom.
Did he cringe?
·
ration, and remained quret.
hey had no· chance to use their gu ns. owing to the
Not a whit.
t ti1at in th eir suddenly assumed · position they lay
It was this fact that rea lly saved 'hi s life, for the outla\YS had no use for a cringing coward, and would have
n their weapons .
fired had he begun to beg for mercy.
.
i hi s was misery . .
Bravery is r·espected by savage and soldier , and even
_ 1inutes passed.
j lAlmost \\'ithin arms' reach of their terrible foes. and
these desperadoes saw something to admire in his
:> _n ot daring to act.
dauntless demeanor.
"Fire and encl it! " exclai med Sikes at last, with someoulcl a more exasperating position be imagined? No
nder the redoubtabJ.e Bill '.::iikes groaned mentaiiy thing of a groan, fo r the suspense was almost enough
e en he saw what a tr~p they had unwittingly crawled to turn a man 's brain.
"I'll be hanged if I do," said Jesse James; "step out
0.
; 'here they lay while the two men talked of different here and give yourself up."
e ·1gs.
· ·
Life was sweet.
t began to grow desperate.
Especially does this fact come true when one has given
uch was their cramped position that they could up all hope.
div breathe.
The drownin g sail or plucked from a watery grave can
11
heir limbs began to pain them fearf ully .
r eadilv affirm this fact.
omething must happen soon, or, goaded to actron by
B ili Sikes was human, and he accepted the favor at
:I unbearable nature of their position, th ey would have the hands of a man he meant to bring to his death.
' rise up and take the consequences, whatever they
"It would be policy for you to s'hoot m e, J esse James,
~t~
.
for my mission in life is ·tO 1hunt you 'to you r death," he
1
Y With ordinary men they might rely so:newhat on scar- said, frankl y, as he stood in front of his captor wit;h
lf their enemies by the abrupt manner of their appear- folded arms.
e.
Jesse James laughed harsh!)-.
1is wonld1not count now.
" Perhaps I'll take a notion that way yet. Don't
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worry ):ourself about it. For the present we choose to
make you prisoners."
Abe had also come out.
He hardly knew ·what was about to happen, but felt
that he was in for it, and, come weal or come woe, must
share the fo rtunes of 'his chief.
Frank J ames disa rmed them both.
"Now sit dovvn," said the other.
Old Derrick looked on with some wonder.
He could not understand why his partner was on the
ground, and surveyed him with something of reproach.
Abe did not mind this.
He was thinking of what might be ahead of him, for
Abe expected n-0thing less than death at the hands of
these vindictive outlaws.
As yet the men had not decided what they would· do
in the matter.
They wiH1drew to consult.
As a result, Jesse James advanced to the men whom
fortune 'had thrown in his power.
''Your bravery has saved you from instant death, Bill
Sikes. If you will swear to give qver this chase of
F rank and myself, we will let you go free. I believe )~Ou
are a man of your word."
Sikes shook his head.
··r can't promise, for I would break it. I am determined to hunt you down unless fate takes my life away.
Now do vonr worst."
Jesse James shrugged his shoulders.
. ''As you will. We ~ean to leave you here, and take
away the rope at the entrance."
So this was th: doom in store f : them.
'·Is there no other way of leaving this place?" asked
the detective.
·'Yes, but the chances of your findi g it are about as
one in ten."
"Still, you leave in that way-you could not well climb
that rope."
"I don't hanker after the experience," remarked tl1e
desperado, with a short laugh; ''here we leave you, and,
should you by good fortune get 011t of this place, we may
meet again. Otherwise, a long sleep until eternity
awaits yon."
'
It was a cruel act.
Probably it wou ld have been m'ore mercifu l for the
outlaws to have killed them.
There was a chance, however-one in ten-and, if fortune was kind, they might find it.
Both men were willing to fight hard.
Abe was despondent.
Not so Sikes.
He noted the direction in which their enemies had
gone, and, although they had been warned Lhat it was
death to follow, he did pursue the retreating trio as long
as he was able.
Abe followed hi'm.
He d id not want to be left alone-otherwise he would
not 'have had the ambition to advance.
At last the light died out ahead.
They were wrapped in _intense darkness that seemed
almost palpable.
There is something terrible in ·such a position, and men
have gone stark ma cl wandering only a few hours in

black passages, like the catacombs under the old city of
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Imagination becomes exc ited; minutes seem hours, and
the wretched men r·eally experience all the horrors of
starvation within six hours, believing it is as many days
that have passed.
Fortunately for them both, the detective was a very
coo l man. and was not apt to lose hi s head, even under
such circumstances as the se.
·
he proc~eded in a systematic manner. marked the
spot to which they had followed the others, and thea
endeavored to make his way back to the central chamber
again.
Success greet cl him thus far.
When he rea ed the chamber he lighted a match, and
presently had <.\ torch blazing.
Plenty of these lay around.
Abe plucked up courage to work when he could see
once more, and willingly obeyed the directions of the
man with whom he had engaged.
They found plenty to eat in the chamber, and ere starting out, Sikes made preparations in case they were unable to get back to the place again, carrying torches -and
food along with them .
The search began.
Vveary hours were spent.
Success seemed as far ofl as ever when 1:hey lay down,
tired out with their tramp, and slept.
Awaking after a time, they ate a meal, such as it was,
lighted a torch, and continued the hunt .
Al;;nost hopeless it seemed.
Men will fight desperately for life, and these two were
not to be daunted as long as a mouthful of fooc\ or a
splinter of torchwcod remained.
At last, \\'hen they had eaten all their food, forhtne
was kind'-their last torch expired, and through the
tlarkness that ensued they saw a gleam of light.
Hastening to\\'ard it, they fo und an opening, and
passed from glcom to daylight.

CHAPTER IX.
THE FERRY.

Even this bitter experience was niot ·enough to cool the
ardor of Bill Sikes.
If possible, he was more determined than ever to secure the capture or death of the men who had so long
defied the powers of the law.
Abe had to do considerable reflection before he announced his intention of joining the detective in the
g reat hunt.
Although far from being a cowa1·d, he was not made
of the same day frnm which the detective had been fa hioned-in plainer words, A be could not be put in the
same class with Bill.
By pondering over his wrongs of the p:i.st, whatever
they might be. Abe finally worked· himself up into a
state of mind where he could declare his willingness to
·
accompany his leader.
They found that two days had gone by, and it was
nearly evening on the second when the two men drew up
in the little village, weary and hungry, yet close-mouthed
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ith regard to tl:e r;eculiar adventure that had happened
tl:ern.
Here they sot;ght and found refreshment.
At a tavern t!1 e.\· ate ::i squar~ meal, and secured a bed
iece for the ni1?:h 1• •
I.t \'/ould be ini[Jo ssibie to set about following the out\,:s until rnornin ~:r.
Hence. they m:ght as well become as thoroughly reeshed as possible during the interim. so that they
ould ha Ye their best . fo:>t forward when the time for
'arting finaliy G111:e.
Sikes· was not the man to be idle.
After eati1 g- a hearty meal, he felt 1
life enthused
h cug·h out bis being.
._
So he began casting around and ::isking questions.
Bill S!kes soon learned all there was to pick up with
egard to the revenue raid.
·
Then l: e began making inquiries concerning the men
··hose wl:e :·eabouts he · was ·so anxious to discover.
Had they fled the country?
Wh::tt abot:t Der:·ick.
The old moonshiner was still ii1 the vicinity, and gathring hi s materi::tl together with the idea of using it in
new hiding place.
He had p'i-o-fessed to he mitci1 wor·ried over the disppearance of his friena Abe . .and professe? ~· desire to
hu nt for the other if he failed to- turn up 111s1de of anther dav.
\7Vere ·the James boys around?
They had shaken the dust of -the neighborhood fr(<rn
the;_r feet. :incl had not been seen since the shooting
1atch by many of the peo·ple.
By cautious questioning . the detective learned a certain fact that he seized upon.
One Hank Peebles had seen two men answering the
description of the Jam es boys on the road toward the
rive r, making their way leisurely along.
\iVhere could this man be found?
The detective meant to interview him.
Fortune favored him.
There was Hank now, his informant told him , just
entering the tave1:n-for as the night drew on, all the
loungers of the village were wont to collect around the
bar and tell stories .
So Bill Sikes tackled Peebles.
He found him a hard subject to hand le, for Hank ·was
apt to stray in his way from the subject!: on which. he
was engaged; but he now had a master-hand to guide
his erring steps.
.
The detective put him through his paces.
He k,ept Peebles pinned down to the truth, and when
he s'ho-wed a disposition to kick down the bars and
wander, Dill wonkl bring him up with a round turn by
means of a few questions direct to the point.
Thus he was soon in possession of all that the man
knew about the matter.
It was not a great deal, but it served the detective as
a oointer.
He knew the line o-f retreat taken by the enemy.
Evidently the James boys were not hurrying themsel ·es in their retreat from Kentucky.
They had· no · need.
1
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Accustomed to r·elying upon thti:':selves in all times of
danger, they saw no necessity for worry.
Perhaps they would stop again, if the whim came to
them; and settle clown to a li fe of ease.
They had acquairrtahces and friends scattered here and
there throligh the western part of the State.
Why should they have cause for fear?
The men who chased them so bitterly were ento-mbed
alive in the underground den of the old herm1t moonshiner.
·
True, he had announced his intention of seeking them
after. the third day, but the chances were they would have
all the conceit taken out of them when found, and would
not care to continue the pursuit farthe<r .
Some of these things Sikes learned, others he surmised; but he made sure of discovering all that Hank
Peebl.es knew upon the subject.
They left the village soo1,1 after daybreak, and reached
a pike 1vhere a stage was due at a certain ihom-, and
which would help them on their way, if they could only
intercept it.
The mor.nin.g was bright.
It had an effect on their spi1:its, and raised their hopes
of success.
The stage was on time.
They heard it coming, atid soon mounted to ·the top,
where the bracing November air, crisp and frosty, almost took their breath away.
Thus they rode along for several ·h ours.
vVhen a point was reached w:here they must leav.e the
stage, they had learned something that proved the wi'dom of their policy of riding on top.
The driver_:_like rnost of his class-knew about everythin.g that transpired in the country, and had his opinio11
on every subject.
He remembered the two men· of whom Sikes spoke,
· .
perfectly well.
They had ridden beside him, but he had failed to draw
them into conversation, w-hich was a remarkable fact for
him.
. Yes, they had left the stage at a certain po-int.
He remembered it, because they had made certain inqui ries co-noerning a man by the name of Ferguson.
Sikes also asked about this party, and learn~cl! all he
could as to his whereabou-ts.
He was su re the James boys would put up with this
person for a ·t ime at least.
... \!Vhen they quitted the stage, Abe anQ, "the detective
found themselves upon a lonely road, not more than three
mil.es from the Mississippi River.
It was along this road the men they sought had gone
two clays before, according to the story af Hank Peebles,
V-·ho h2.d seen t:lrnm, and the stage-driver, who- had
dropped them at this po-int.
It was about noon.
The sun shone brightly, but dark cloud's hung along
the· horizon, promising wind and a wild night.
So much t·h e better.
Their plans might ··be better carried out under such
circumstances-there are times when such a thing as
quiet is 'distasteful.
Cautiously advancing, they fi'nall y caught distant
glimpses of the river.
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Ferguson lived on the bank.
He at times acted as a ferryman, and 'had a peculiar
boat, in which he used 'to take people and teams across the
river, propelled by an ungainly sail that could be used
when :the wind was fair.

among the clouds, and it's rays fell upon the man standing there.
It was Jesse James.
Tbe two watchers knew him well.
\\Tith a rifle a fair shot could have sent a bullet t'hrough
the outlaw while he stood.
They did r!Ot 'h ave the rifle, and it is doubtful whether
they would have made the aHempt even had such a
CHAPTER X.
weapon been in their hands.
NEW ARRIVALS.
There was a chance of missing.
It was il1' this ferry-house by the side of the great rollTh1at would min all.
ing river that Bill Sikes and' :his mountainee'r companion
Even if the outlaw was shot clown, his brother would
expected to £nd the men whom t'hey hunted.
escape.
.
H ere lived Ferguson.
On the whole, it was beS>t to wait until nig1ht came
The Missouri outlaws were within sight of their na- and then crawl up closer to the 'house, where they could
tive State, and, in the event of any trouble, could cross make sure work of it when the time oame to fire.
over to the other side; a rowboat could be used, if other
So tihey qnietiy bided their time.
means faiJ,ed.
Some signs of life were ·seen about the house, and Fer\Ii/hen th ey ca.me to a point where they cotild look down guson appeared.
the road and see about wthere the ferryman's house stood,
He carried an armful of wood.
it was concluded that the time had arrived to act with • T'he November air was rather chilly.
due caution.
Perhaps he k11ew the nature of the windstorm that
Therefore they retired into the wood s.
would s·oon sweep down upon them.
A lunch had been eaten, w1hich they had been wise
Crossing tihe wide ex·p anse of water it would be apt
eno.ugh_ to bring along.
to pmve preitty cold by the time it sung about their ears.
~ihen that had been clone they were in good trim
Frank James did not show up for some time.
to get in their work.
W.hen he did it was seen that he 1had his arm m a
. \i\i11en a couple of hours had gone by they were in a rude sling.
position to look down upon the ferryman's hou•se from
'Dhere had be-en no fig'l1t.
" a little elevation.
Hovv then had he been hurt.
T!he blue wood smoke curled lazily up from the pipe
The chances were it was some old wound broken oi.1t
sticking through the roof.
afresh.
- There was no breez·e as yet.
At any rate, he was on the invalid list for the time
Tihat would come later, when the black lines of clouds being, though these men were nev.er so badly hurt but
dr~w above the trnes, and swept down upon· them from
that they would fight like wildcats.
·
the west.
h
e
day
was
giradually
drawing
near
its
close,
and
the .
T1
No one had as vet been seen.
There were boats below; the scow with. the sail lay two men among the .t rees were satisfied with the way
lazily anohored just w'here a rope could swing her things ·had gone.
They fdt pretty .sure that nothing had been done to
stern in.
betray
their presence.
A rowboat was drai,.yn up on the low beach, for the
Tihis was good so far as it went.
ro:icl cut through the bank to t'he very eclg-e of t'he water.
T•hree things seemed to indicate that the ferryman
Anot•her thing Sikes brought to t'he attention of his
must be on the Kentucky side.
companion; this was the fact that in all probability 1the
He was an old bachelor, anid lived alone, savce when men would not 'have any desi,r e to leave the house on t<his
some congeni<i:l spirit took up temporary quarters with night.
him.
The wind was rising.
Sikes and Abe were exceedingly careful not to exIt already soughed among the bare tree-tops, and was
pose themse l v~ .
sweeping over t•he river with considerable forc·e, r-enderThey were almost within p= · tol-shot of t11e house; ing the use of t'he sail ·b oat utterly impossible, as it was
certairnly not mO're than t'hree ;h undred feet away from dead ahead.
the log cabin.
Should the wind increase in violence, it would be
Fortu:-1ately it was ,gloomy in the spot where they had equally impossi.ble for the rowboa·t to be used, as it would
taken up their stand.·
be swamDed in the seas.
Hence; it looked as though tihe men weire bound to
H ence the chances of discov·e'r y were few, and t'hey
rnu!d have a certain amount of freedom in moving about. stay where they were . .
About three o'clock •a man came out o-f the cabin and
This suited their plans.
walked to the edgie of the bluff.
They even saw the storm increase wit'h positive .satisHere he stood.
faction.
·
He 6eemed to be looking over t'he vas"': expanse of
Men , will do almost a•n ything for the sake of revenge,
water in tihe direction of the Missouri shore, for he and what mattered exposure to the c-old, if by suc'h acshaded his ey,es with lhis hand.
·
tion 1they could .g ain their desired end.
The attitude was very picturesque.
Thus the dav closed.
It promised t-o be a very stormy night- one that would
Just at this moment the sun ihad broken ol)t from
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l 1se steamers on the river to head for the shelter of -, After a w;hile he noticed that something was in the
west shore.
wind.
The darkness had only partially descended, and he
A light appeared in the cabin.
Just at this juncture two men came along the road, could see what Abe was doing.
·l unted on horses.
"Abe!"
' !t was ·too dark for the detective to see their faces,
"Yes!"
~
he cocked his ears and listened to their voices, for
"Whait 1have you there?"
re was somet1hing familiar in the tones of one rider.
The other gave a forced laugtl1.
'I think I kn•ow that man," he said.
"What some people nowadays call a civilizer, or leveler
'Any friend of the Jam es boys?" asked Abe.
'Yes. an old comrade on many a foray and battle; of caste. Anarchists make use of it in Russia and other
countries. They're preparing to spring it on us here, I
Dick Litttle."
'I have heard of him; he's as tough a customer as the reckon."
"Jupiter! do you mean a bomb?"
ers."
"Just tthat !"
f these horsemen proved to be friends of the James
s, their work would be rendered doubly difficult;
"Let me •see it."
ce, it can be believed they watched t'heir progress
Abe, without 1hesitation, han'de'd tlle •t hing over.
r h great interest.
"Any cbanger in handling?"
ure enough, the horsemen came to a halt before the
"Not
a oit. y OU see rt he fuse tucked beside it-that
111 ,
he bridles were fastened to the rude palings of a has to be lighted first."
~a ce that stood just in front of the modest little cabin,
"How do you know the length of time it will take to
re Ferguson liYed in his lonely bachelor way.
reach the bomb? It would be rather unpleasant to have
hen the men sprang to the ground, for the opera- it explod·e w'hile one was putting the matoh to the fuse."
Abe laughed again.
of tossing tihe bridles over t'he palings had been acplished while mounted.
"That's easily arranged! I've tried it. The fuse bums
ome one came out of the cabin.
at rt:he rate of an incih a minute."
es, it was Jesse Jam es.
"It is how long ?"
e advanced and greeted the newcomers warmly, after
"A foot."
ch all of rhem entered the cab:in.
"A'h ! then you can regulate it to suit your taste-all
e two Sl}ies turned and looked at each other with the way up to twelve minutes."
e d1agrin·.
"Yes."
ur task grows harder, Abe."
"This is rather a small affair.
Would it do much
eems like it," despondently.
daimage, Abe?"
our, instead of t\vo."
hat crowd could whip a score of deputy marshals.
"They use one a quarter tthe size to destroy stumps in
t show have we?"
the section where I live. You see a puff of smoke, hear
be was feeling bad.
a dull report, and your stump is entirely demoralized."
e had been so sure of success before. and now the
"And this size?"
md seemed slipR·i ng frnm under him. His supports
"Placed under yonder cabin and fired, it would blow
knocl«ed away, in fact.
every sou l into eternity," declared the mou111taineer,
h "kes was made of different timber.
calmly.
rt: e could not be disconcerted.
The detective shrugged his s1houlders.
th his composition i'here was a good deal of the bullHe did not like to b:rn.dle such a terrible little exand even if there had been a dozen men opposed to plosive, and gave it back.
each one a .T esse Jam es, s·tiil he would have shut
" That might come in 'handy some time, but I should
eeth and endeavored to win by strategy what he hard'ly like to use it."'
not accomplish by force.
"I only m ean to if driven to it. Perhaps ithis little
on Abe's face there was a ferocious look.
bomb may save our lives yet."
seemed more of the vindictive .g leam such as ap'"Who knows? Stranger things 1have happened. Tell
in t•he eyes of a cornered rat, desperate and de- the truth, Abe. You were thinking of putting it under
inecl.
that house?"
w::>.s a man who would not hesitate to resort to
" \i\T ell, suc·h a thought came to me, but whait you have
e measures, should the occasion seem to call for
said has made me dismiss it. You can't appreciate my
feeling s in this matter."
ati t time, in his miml, had now arrived.
'·Ycu have wrongs, then, to lay at their uoor ?''
fumbled in his pocket, and produced a small box,
" I have. Some time I may tell you the story; but not
en a screw top,
a er this be hung, slO\dy undoinP- the lid, and gazing now, not now."
the contents lovingly, as though his greatest treasAfter that the detective felt different towaird this man
_:__,he realized that it was no ordinary m:otive that indetective paid no attention to him at first.
fluenced his actions, but the emotions of a troubled past. ·
1
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CHAPTER XI.
A SPY AT THE WINDOW.

Twilight 1had gone.
In its stead came the blackness of night.
Looking around t'hem, only one light could be seen
anywhere.
.
This flashed through the window of the ferryman s
ca'bin, and looked like a beacon to a weary, wayworn
traveler.
Had there been any suoh wandering along the road on
fhis night, J1e would' <have been glad indeed to have
sighted the light.
.
Tihe storm from the west was now sweeprng across the
wide waters.
Its force was tr<&mendous.
No .rain accompanied it-t1hat might come later, or else
snow, for it was really cold enough for the 1atter.
The ferryman had come out with a lantern,. and one of
tihe men.
His object was to take a last look at the moorings of
the sailscow and see that it w•as all rig1ht.
Afterward they pulled the rowboat far up on the land,
w.here the waves could not reach it.
Now let the wind do its worst.
Nothing tinder heaven could tempt Ferguson . to
venture upon the raging Mississippi during a gale like
this, and shou1d a traveler desire to cross he would have
to hide his time.
•
Fortunately the two men who watched tihe cabin wer.e
wannly clad'.
.
.
They would have need .of all t'he warmth 1'h~1r bodies
could arouse before this mght had become a thmg of the
past.
Sheltered behind a wooded knoll, within a stone's
throw of t1he ferryman's cottage, they awaited t11e time
when they must take part in the drama to be enacted
there.
•
The road was just beside 11hem.
H ad any 'Person come along they must surely know
the fact.
Th e detective could keep quiet no longer.
H e asked Abe to remain where ihe lay, and wait for
him, a's he meant to advance and spy upon thos.e in the
cabin.
This Abe seemed willing to do, not flhat he feared the
results of such action, but, knowing what a night's w<Jrk
was before them, and feeling very comfortable, he was
not in any hurry to rush tihings at all.
Sikes crept forward.
His objective point was the window from whence came
that flood of light.
It beckoned him on.
There was ano~he r small window on the other side of
!!he cabin.
He knew it, becau se in moving forward he had seen
the flash of light out upon the wild waves that, driven by
the \\'est wind, were lashing upon the Kentucky shore.
In addition to his duty as ferryman, Ferguson seemed
to occupy the position of a lighthouse man, for surely t:he
lig11t he sent out upon the waters on a dark, stormy n1ght
like this must have told pilots on the river just where
they were.

It did n~t rake the detective more than ten minutes to
reach the cabin.
He had no fear of there being any s~ ntry on duty OtJtside.
The men \\ ithin suspected no clanger :111d did not
\'lor ry over the matter.
.
H ere, in this lonely spot ancl on a stcrmy night 11·l11t
had the \• to fear. ·
\V'hc11 he reached tire cabin the detect ive made one di:;.
covery tlnt displeased !Jim.
The window was just above his he:.id.
It was a small affair, brnt ·t his was nol an u:rnsu:il occurrence.
What both ·reel him most was the fact of its bei ng at
such a n elevation.
How was he to reach it?
A barrel stood at one corner of the house.
As it was underneath a pipe, Sikes un ders~o od that its
mission \\·as to catch water.
He moved the barrel and tilted it over until the \Y2ttr
had :ill run out.
TI1en he started to gently g et it o\·er lo the spot wh r~
its assistance was cl e~ ircd.
It rolled easily, and in a !cw mintltcs he had reached
his destination.
Then the barrel was rai sed on end. bottom np .
Before mounting he tried it to see that it stood on a
firm fou ndatio n, for the task he had undert:.lkcn \'."as too
fnll of danger to run an) adclitiomil risks through t'he
trea<'herous fact that :t stone might 'be under the chime o[
th e barrel and thus destrny- his equilibrium.
So fa r as he could discover all was we,11.
T•here was, however, one thing he could not insure;
this lay in the stanchness of the bottom of t1he barrel.
The only way to avoid a possible disaster was to put
as little of his weight as he could there.
He mounted.
The small window was at his service now, and he could
easily accomplish all that he expecced to perform.
It had a pan~ of glass in it.
He acted very cautiously, knowing well that some
hostiie eye might c'h ance to be upturn ed and discover his
face unless he was careful.
Soon ·he found himself surveying the interior of the
cabin .
A wood fire blazed on the hear~h. and looked very
cheerful to the man who shivered without.
In front of this the men were seated upon a bench,
J esse J ames alone having a chair.
Ferguson, unused . to such company, was bustling
around preparing supper, and from the savory odor that
crept out somehow to the nostrils of the detective, he ascertained that the men were about to be well fed at any
rate.
0
He listened.
lust as he had expected, the four desperadoes were tl
bringing up events in their past.
At length Ferguson called out that supper was on the
taible, at which there was some haste displayed to get a S•
place, showing that the men must at least have their ap- ti
petites keenly whetted.
As some o;ie was bound to sit facing the window,
Sikes knew his chances of discovery would be increased,
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he considered this a good time to withdraw and rert to Abe.
He rolled the barrel over to the corner again to run
s chance of discovery, for should Ferguson come out
d find it bottom up under :the wind-ow 1he mus•t suspect
e truth.
Having thus covered ihis tracks as \vell as he was
le, tihe detective left the cabin and began to move over
e back trail in the direction of ·t he knoll.
Here he expeoted to find Abe impatiently waiting for
to put in an appearance.
No doubt the other would wonder what had kept him
long, and ·b y this time mu.st have 1become s·omewhat
patient.
They could talk the matt~r over and decide what plan
'ght prove best under the circumstances.
As he drew near the spot where he had left his comion Sikes thought he heard voices.
Could the men have come out of the cabin?
It must 'b e something of unusual importance that could
ag them away from supper and the warmth of the fire.
Turning his head, he looked back.
So far as he could see the cabin door was still closed.
did not look as though t'he men had issu{!d forth, and
his ears had not deceived him, and he heard voices,
ey must have come from some other quarter.
Ah! again they rear.: heel his ear.
As sure as he lived they came from the quarter where
had left Abe !

CHAP-PER XII.
J!>B PROV!>S TOO MUCH FOR THB BARRet.

Thoroughly surprised by this strange occurrence, Bill
es cautiously advanced upon the party.
He could not but smile at the ridiculous feature Qf such
iece of business.
It was. enough ttl1at he had to spy upon the enemy's
mp without performing the s;irne duty for his own
: arters; yet the circumstances appeared to justify such
ion.·
Several men were talking.
He drew nearer and listened.
A name fell upon his ears.
"Tell that to the marines, Jed," said a voice.
The detective started.
He knew only one man 'by t'hat na·me, and tthis was the
sharpshooter.
Could it be possible Harkins was present?
What had brought him hither?
He surely had not come alon e . .
Another· voice told of a third party, Abe making up
e second.
Ah! it did not prove so difficult, after all, to make out
s worthy's identity.
Of course it was Lige Bigelow.
The two men bad been rivals and enemies in one
se, so long as they competed for the honors of being
> best shot in t'11e country.
But no socner ·h ad a t11ird par•tv jumped in ahead of
m than their old scores were buried . and from tlnt
r on they were as brothers, with one common object
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in view-the death or capture of tlie notorious outlaws
from Missouri.
~ikes grinned as he realized ·1)ow kind Dame Fortune
had been.
Here was tihe acquisition to their forces they had been
longing for.
It would help amazingly.
Now "the two sides were somewhat evenly balanced,
four a)l, if Ferguson was counted out.
The chances were that s:hould a fight occur the olcf
ferryman might make an interesting factor in the affair,
and perhaps t urn the tide in favor of those whom he now1
ca1lecl his guests.
At any raite Sikes was well pleased.
He stepped forward.
"Abe!"
"On deck here!" sung out the otlher.
Bill was alarmed lest the sound might in sbirne wa)j
reach the ears of the enemv.
"For Heaven's sake, sp~ak more softly, man-a win~
dow is open, and they might hear you.''
"vV e have reinforcements."
"So I see, o r ra1ther !hear. J eel, glad to :have your il10nest hand in the business-Lige, ditto. But how the
deuce did you come?''
'Dhe two men chuckled.
"You ain't t1he only un as kin ask questions, Mister
Detective. Lige an' me found sartin things as set us to
connin' Vhe matter over, and-wall, t'he result am we are
hyar.''
"Wa'1ked ?"
"Every foot of the way."
"How did you find Abe?"
"Thar's whar the luck come in. Ye see we knowed
we was treading on dangerous ground, an' w'hen we
sighted the lig,ht in a window we knowed we had bes•t go
slow."
"Suddenly, when I was talkin' in a low tone to Lige,
some one said :
"'Ah, Jed, is that you, now?'
"Of course it was Abe, and we were glad to jine forces
with ye, for, judgin' from what he said we had to contend
against, we have need o' all our number."
"That is where I agree with you, J ed."
"Y e've been spyin' on 'em, Abe says.''
"Yes.''
•
"Seen anything?"
."Well, a little."
"An' heard as much?"
"I've heard enough to hang every one of the men in
that cabin, if they should ever fa ll into the clutches of
the Jaw. As such a thing is almost out of the question,
we wili have to do the next best thi ng-riddle them with
bull ets, and claim the reward."
"That' s my logic,., said Abe, solemnly.
"Count me in," ca me from t<he siharpshooter, as he
nervons~y fingered th e lock of his rifle and gritted his
teeth savagely.
"Ditto,' ' grunted Lige.
· F in ally it was conclnded to make an advance along
that line·.
They could close in upon the cabin and then arrange
to open the game.
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·with the wild wind increasing in violence rather than
diminishing, they advanced and soon drew near the cabin
window.
Bill took the lead, as he was entitled to it.
The ot1hers were only too glad to have a captain who
l\Vould ·show tihem the way to vicitory .
Again tlhe water barrel came into us e, and was placed
under the window.
The object was to give each man a chance to see the
lav of t11e land.
·Rill did not like his so·l diers to go at a thing in a
'blind way, and believed they could do better work when
they saw what lay ahead.
He took an observation himself first.
The situation inside the cabin had not materially
changed.
He sprang to th e ground.
"Take a !1ook, one at a time. Then you will know
just .how matters stand,'' he said.
'Abe, being closer than the others, clambered upon the
barrel.
"Steady, boy,'' as the barrel teetered, a pebble being
tinder one side of it.
The mountaineer detective took a steady and cautious
look through the opening.
He was satisfied in a coup.le of minutes. and climbed
down from his position a little more carefully than he
had gone up.
" ext!" said Bill Sikes.
· This time it was Lige.
The detective had meanwhile managed to straighten
the harrel, so that it now rested on a secure foundation.
Bigelow handed his rifle to Jed.
Then he put a knee on the barrel and drew his bulky
frame upward.
Sikes whispered in his ear.
"Keep on the sides-center is weak, I fear."
This gave the other fair warning, and he managed
to go through with the business safely.
J eel alone remain eel .
He signified that he did not care much about it, but
Sikes thought otherwise, ancl hence he set about ending
the performance.
I·t was well done.
The detective soo n had cause to regret t hat he insisted upon this measure.
J eel succeeded in gaining an upri g ht position, but as
his head was far ab ove the opening he had to bend in
order to utilize tihe window.
As he glanced in he was disconcerted by seeing Frank
James turn his head and glance upward at the opening,
as though he had just felt a draught.
J eel, in confusion,· stepped back. planted his full weight
upon the center of the barrel rhe.:i.cl, which resp.pnded to
the challenge by an immediate collapse.
CHAPTER XIII
HEDGED IN.

T 1he 'b est laid plans of mice and men often go in a
con·t rary \Yay; Burns tells ·us this in his broad Sco:tchy
way, and there never was a truer fact stated t'han this
same.

J ed, c::iulious fellow that he was deemed, had made
blund er. and the\ ·hole fabric must suffer.
\Vhen the top of the barrel ga\'e way under the suclcl
shiftiug of the tall mou1~taineer's weight, he sank thrnu.
\Yi!!h astonishing rapidity.
The clttecti v~ was scimew1hat shocked' at th e sud<l
termination of his dream of succ-css.
He muttered something about the tough luck of it a
but of course t·lrnt would mend nothing.
J eel stood upright in the barrel.
''Co.me ·out oif t'l1at, man," s:iicl Sikes, knowing th
were in for i·t, and iu1Jy expecting to have t'he quartet'
af outLaw.s othunderi.ng at them presently.
J ed made an effod and slow1ly emerged fr om his peCL
liar prison, vigorously rubbing tihat parl of his anatom
w11ere blood had been drawn.
Strange to say, the inmates of the cabi1-1 had not pl
in an appeaorance .
Could it be possible that th e_v had not heard the ro\\'
Sikes looke<l up at th e wiudow, or, ratiher. en cleavore
to see it, for the darkness prevented his discovering n
exact location.
The light no longer blazed from the aperture like a
evil eye.
Thi'S was a signific-ant fact.
Unquestionably thos e in side must have heard th
noise and extinguished the light.
Why they had failed to rush out was a question to b·
guessed at.
Perlhaps caution dict2ted their actions, and, suspectin,
t 1hat a large par!·y had been. formed to effect their capture
thf'y ::illowcd discretion to take tht> part of valor.
It was strange, too .
J csse Jam es had neve:- gained the reputation of being
discreet man.
If the mood was upon him he would not hesitate t
jump into the midst of a p osse of officers and declare his
identity daring them to do their worst.
Then why should her main under cover now?
It may be he had an idea the door was guarded by a
dozen guns, and lh<tt his appearance would be the signal
for a volley that must riddle him.
Bill S~kes saw an opportunity to at least undo some of
the misd1ief.
He ·s eized the barrel and placed it in position a>t "the
corner of the liouse. s•hoviug •the pieces of i1ts treacherous
bottom underneath.
It would take a very dose examination to tell that anv
disaster 'had befallen the water barrel, and a casnal glanc.e
would never betray the fact.
This was all very well.
What could they do next?
At Bill's advice they kept their firearms ready for immediate use, and then followed him up to tihe door of the
cabin.
Carefully he tried this, not knowing but what it might
be suddenly flung open, and a volley fired in their faces
from the men within.
There could be no telling what such pal"ties might be
up to-they knew how to meet clanger, and handle their
firearms in a way that inspired terror in the hearts of
those who were their enemies.
The door was secured inside.
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ther this had been clone since old J eel gave the
or before, they could only conjecture.
y rate they were barred ont.
·clcr to accomplish anyt·hing they must necessarily
o o·t her means.
was where Bill Sikes came in handy, wit:h his
re genius \Yhich nothing in Uhe way of disaster
• isconcert.
n one thing failed him he was ready with another
t those inside the cabin had arranged it so that en·t by means of the regular door was denied him, he
nd another way of accomplishing his end.
thing 'he had noted.
house was built on stilts.
wer floor stood a foot or more from Uhe ground,
1an could easily crawl under it.
this was done he car tl not.
builder of the cabin ma,· have had eccentric ideas,
~- aps was possessed of certain sanitary notions.
l ttere<l little.
g ikes took things as he found them, and made use
iatorial.
uttered a few words to Abe and then crawled unhouse, wh ile the o•ther three retreated a short disawait deyelopments.
found little trouble in making his way along.
space did not allo\1 him to get on his knees, it at
.ordoo a chance t0 11 "iggle on after the fas·hion of
t.
ade progress.
under the middle of the floor above, as near a&
l estimate it, he pa· ,secl to Ii ten_
s must reach him here that would have been ttnoutsidc-a full-grovrn man could not creep
he floor without giving some indication of his
at e that would reach the keen ears just below that
r

e.

oped to find out what the men were doing, not
d expected to hear what they might say, but could
. om their actions .
51 ykes· flattered himself that he had as good a pair
as any man on earth.
0
ce, however, they seemed to fail him_
a•t s he oould, ·he caught no sound t'11a:t '\\'Oul·d indi·he presence of his foes.
they still above?
a ed. almost incredible that men could remain so
o-I quiet.
"" •et how was there .any · chance for th em to eskn ew of none, since they had watched the door
ce the alarm had sounded.
here any underground passage?
had had considerable experience in just such
thi s, and always kept one eye out to discover
out of the orclinarv.
·
·
t r g::i n groping aro .1 11d to see if there cou ld be
!'ir ing as a hole beneath the floor.
g none, he concluded that the \Yater from the
nig ild preclude st\ch a possibility, and tlrnt he need
ale longer.
ea last a slight noise above reached him .
e1J/1rere there: they had waitt!d as long as
ecessa ry fer some move on the part of their
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supposed enemies, and when none came were about to
make a move themselves.
Some one spoke.
"I'm going out and see what's what."
No one but Jesse James uttered tho•se •w ords, and the
detective under his feet ground his teeth together, as
though in rage at having given up the ship so easily.
If he were only out with his men guarding the door,
what a su·r prise they would give the outlaw, as he
stepped from the cabin.
As it was, he had given orders to• the othe.rs1 that they
were not to fire until he called upon them.
Bill thought of crawling out and scuttling away, but
it was too late to think of such action.
Already light could be seen.
The door was open.
A man with a lantern of some sorf came out, and by
this time it would have been impos'Sible to have issued
forth from under the cabin, as he flashed i'he light this
·w ay and that.
So all Bill could do was to push back again, hoping
to find some means of egress on the opposite side, which
hope, however, was doomed to speedy extinguishment,
for space.soon ceased to be of ·r espectable size, owing to
the ground being higher on that side than the ·o ther.
He managed to secrete himself behind what appeared
to be a pile of some sort, driven into the ground to
sustain the weight of the house.
Voices were heard.
The men must have all issued from the cabin, and
were looking about ·them, as Jesse James flashed the
light of his bull's-eye this way and the other, their hands
holding g-uns and revolvers ready for immediate use, in
case the enemy was uncovered.
Probably it was a good thing, for some one, thal those
in league with the detective had taken the precaution to
hide behind tree trunks, or throw themselves flat behind th e hummocks at their base.
'·Ko one in sight," declared Frank Jam es .
"\Vhat do you say, Ferguson?"
"I am almost dead certain some critter smashed into
my water butt here_''
"And I myself could swear I saw a face up at the
window. It vanished as I lookecl, and immediately
came the noise Ferguson speaks of."
''If any one looked in up here, he must have had
something to stand on."
"Throw the light down here."
Je!;se Jam es obeyed.
Immediately exclamations arese.
"They've been here, sure enough. See the footprints, by th11nder !"
"And the mark of the bar\ too!"
"Get that light around again. It may be a trap for
us, Jesse?" called out Dick Little, half raising the revolver he. carried.
. Of course they saw nothing.
Eve1 y man of the trio heard the cries, and made sure
to lie low, knowing full well that to expose even a head
meant discovery and death.
"Try the bar'!, Fergy," sang out one o·f the outlaws.
The ferryman upset the water butt.
"Bottom ont! It had """ a foot deep in it tw~
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honrs back, because I used some for supper. See,
hyar's where it's been spilled."
"More evidence."
"There's only one thing we want to know-who are
those spies--enemies of yours, Ferguson, or wolves on
our Kentucky trail?"
The ferryn:i2.h shook his head.
"I don't know o' anv man around here that'd care to
spy on me o;- cto me harm," he replied, earnestly . .
"Then it must be us they want."
"There's another thing \ve'd like to know," remarked
the fourth man, solemnly.
''What's that?"
"\:\!here have these wolves gone? 'Ne ought to know
so that ~ve could tear th em to pieces."
"Yes, we must find out."
"Hold the light clown. Perhaps we can get some information from the earth."
It was a simple idea, and yet pregnant with great possibilities-indeed, the man under the house shrugged
his shoulders as he contemplated the increasing chance
o.f an encounter at cl ose quarters 'With the enemy.
They would surely discover that a man had crawled
under ·th e house. but would not be able to see where he
had come out again; hence it must stand to reason he
was stil l in the recess between the floor and the earth.
As he expected, a low cry announced that the discoverv had been made.
Alf bent over to examine the marks.
Then the light was turned farther on to see whether
there \Yere more signs.
Of conrse they failed to find them.
"Dy the gods, I believe the fool is still under the
house!" veiled Dick Little.
''Then. we'll slaughter him." .
"Dowl':t with the light; turn it ·on strong, and fire at
the sight of his eyes."
It was looking pretty squally for the man who
crouched behind the pile, his hack re:.i.red up against the
flooring in th~ encleaYor to keep as much of his body
out of sight as he conlcl.
·
He never had believed himself a stout man. but just
then it seemed to him that h e was as fat as Falstaff of
old, and the pile a mere shadow.

CHAPTER XIV.
BILL

SIKES

GOES

ALOFT.

Imagination goes a grea t w2y with all of us, and just
at this particular moment it played such a sad gam )l
with the detective that he w2s fairly miserable.
He knew several weapons were aiming in his direction , and supposed his huge proportions were cropping
out on either sicle of the post .
In reality he was receiving excellent protection behirl11 the pife.
"I see him," said a voice.
Bill allowed his breath to go out from his lungs, as
though that \vould materially assist him in the endeavor
to appear small.
"And I," came ano ther voice.
"Then give it to him_"
.
The words were hardly spoken than there was a crash
6£ firearms.
·

How deafening the sound when under the floor of the
cahin.
vVas Sikes slai n? .
He hardly knew what the result was himself for tpe
rr.oment.
Then he made it out.
Not a scratch.
The several bullets had ent ered the log upright , which
were meant to end his life.
Sikes experienced a feeling of intense relief, realizing
that he had builded b etter than he knew, but this did
not encl it.
More must follow.
"Got him?" asked the man, holding the lantern.
"I believe so."
"Make it sure, Dick."
"Then give me the light."
''vVhat would vou do?"
"Crawl under and finish him."
J esse J am es relinqui shed the bull's-eye to his companion of many a foray, and watched him get down flat
upon the ground.
It looked as though th e case was getting very interesting now.
Dick Little advanced slowly.
There were numerous causes ior this.
In the first pl11ce his position rendered rapid progress
imposs ible.
•·
·
Then again each hand was full- one grasped his revolver while the other took hold of the buli's-eye lantern. so that the reflected light should be cast out in
front.
As a third reason why hi s progress was slow, it must ,
be remembered tha t he believed a deadly foe was in
front of him, and t hat po ssi bly a duel might tak~ place,
which, under the peculiar circumstances of the case,
would be a terrible one.
All the same he made progress.
Straight in th e direction of the upright support of the
cabin he made his way ..
A collision seemed impossible to avoid.
Still the detective did not fire.
How \·Vas that?
Dick Little was now close to the obj ~ct which in th< e
pecuiiar light they had taken for the figure of th e:,;~
enemy.
"Hello, t)iar!"
"What is it, Dick?"
"This ain't no ma11."
"The deuce you say?"
"It's a support of the hous e."
Fergn:.on muttered something.
He had forgotte!l this fact.
"Are yon sure 1t" s w bat you shot at?"
"T ca1~ see the two bullet- holes in the log."
'·That settles it."
"The man has been here, though."
'·
"How cl ' ye know?''
"i\.1arks on th e gronncl tell it."
"Perhaps he's crawled farther under." suggested fe:-.
guson. \\·ho seemed ill at e:ise. as though a certa111
thought had efltere<;! his head and he was ·w orrying
over it.
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.\ short interval of silence ensued.
"What cl'ye sec, Dick?"
"Kotliing.''
<.
"Loo ked all around?''
"Yes. I can see the wall of the house. He ain't
ender here, that's dead sartin."
"Then you might as wc11 come out," suggested Jesse
lomes. quietly.
"Reckon 1 slnll."
Ile squirmed around until his head was pointed in
teir dir ection, when he put on steam anv forged ahead.
The th ing \Yas soo n done.
Handing the lantern to his leader, he brushed some
i the dirt from his clothes.
Je sse Jam es fla shed the penet rating light around in
ill directions, but discov ered not hing.
"Reckon we might as well go inside," he said.
"Yes, this wind's might_y penetrating after sitting by
· 1t \\'Grm fire.
··J~ esides, even if there arc enemies about they ain't
oing to do anything while the gale holds, during the
ight , and in . the morning if the wind goes down we're
ff over the riv er."
This idea seemed to strike them all favorably, and
!11ey prepar ed to c;:,rry it out.
So fhey trooped through the door of the cabin, which
,'.ood ·near by, closed it after them and securely barred
This was all very fine, but what about Bill?
'vVhere was he?
Had ·his efforts to contract his size been so successful
Jat he had been able to elude the shrewd vision of the
t '-ain robber?
Hardly so.
, Some other more plausible reason mu st be advanced
' .·r his disappearance.
Let us investigate.
When the shots were fired, Sikes had involuntarily
e ,jmped his back up a little.
Thus it pressed .against. the flooring above.
.,After he had made the discoven· that he was not
c 1 .unded, J3ill noticed the fact that -something seemed
se about him.
. <.e .n fact the flooring moved.
' . ting under the sudden inspiration termed an imi,e, he fmther humped his back.
Thus he became a ware of a fact that was rendered
,u~ly interesting by the peculiar circumstances under
1ich he rested.
He had made no mistake.
foe floor ing, or at least that portion of it immedi':?ly above him, did give way.
' ,-3ikes remembered one of the reaso ns why he had
· wlecl under the ho use.
11t was t.o look for some trap which Ferguson might

~

.le.

' rrne, at the time he had suspected that if there was
. ~h a trap, it might lead to an und erground passage.
This was where he made his mistake.
r·11 There see1rn;d to be such a trap, but it led simply
O' der ·the house .
·
"'. He con tinued to push upward.
When he fo unJ himself rising into th'e room, he maJ1-
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aged to squirm around, and seize hold of the trap ere it
fell backward .
Then he drew himself through.
This was a queer combination surely.
He lowered the trap and glanced around.
The fire was bL<rning.
Its light revealed the interior of the place, and he
could see his posi tion fairly well.
\\' here was the door?
Ab! his eyes fell upon it.
He had ::ilready taken several steps in that direction,
when he heard a voice outside.
It seemed to him that the men were about to enter.
Close at hand was a sort of ladder.
It led to a small loft overhead.
Acting on the spur of the moment the detective sprang
to this, incl mounted with a rapidity that was amazing.
Once up above, he drew his revolver, and hovered
near th e opening.
He fully expected to hear the cries of the men be101\-, and be compelled to meet them in a fi erce tussel at
the top of the ladder, nor did he shrink from the encounter.
•
To his surprise and satisfaction no. such alarm was
given-it must be that his presence in. the house was
not suspected.
With such an advantageous position , Sikes was in one
sense a trifl e disappointed, because the rt1sh was not
m:icle.
He could smely have kept them busily employed
·while his men, ru shing in, might attack them in the
rear, and thus complete the demoralization of the outlaws
:\h ! they were talking again.
The sounds traveled along the timbers of the old
house, ancl as his ear was pressed close to the floor, he
heard all that passed between J esse Jam es outside, and
his comrade under the hou se.
Bill sm iled at what came to him.
PJ;i._inly then he had at least succeeded in eluding his
enemies .
Tl:ey could have no suspicion of his presence within
th e dwelling of the ferryman.
How was he to get out?
That seemed to be the momentous question ao·itating
hi s mind now.
"'
A 11·hile back it had b ee n~ just the opposite, and he was
wonder ing ho11· i1l the world they were ever croincr to
get into the bu ilding.
"'
"'
Defore. he could make up his mind on this point, the
men had entered the cabin, and it was rendered impossible.
He had to _make the most of a bad bargain, and await
the turn of circumstances.
·
At any rate, should the worst come he felt that he
co~ilcl hold his own in the loft until th~ arrival of reinforcements put another phase on the affair.
He kept near the opening .
It 11·as hi s desire to look clown now and then so that
he might observe all that was going on in the lower
storv.
The men had secured the door.
L:Jo light had heen struck, b.ut they were gathered in
their old places before the fire~ which Ferguson poked
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until the logs took uew life. sending up a ruddy flame
that danced over the walls with a bright iight, and shone
u pon the faces of the men.
It was a strange sight.
B ill Sikes would never forget it while he lived.
There sat four desperadoes, for whom th e Government of Missouri had offered a r eward aggregating
i;nany thousands of dollars, while the exp r ess companies
had done Likewise .
The man who cot.1ld cage them all would be a happy
and fortunate fellow.
If he could only think of something by me;i.ns of
wh~ch he could put them all to sleep, whiie he unbarred
th e door and allowed his men to enter the cabin, how
nice it would be.
Such a plan could not be :irranged, as he had neither
the drug that would perform such a \rnrk, nor did the
opportuni'ty to use it come up.
He must Hiink af some other scheme, that was more
feasible i..11 its. working.
If Jess e James should move within range, he would
take the chance of s•hooting him. •
111is would !;;Ount one.
The others would spring forward to avenge hi s death,
ansJ ·t hu s the situation which he had anticipated would
be brought about.
G:HAPTER XV.
DOWN

THE

LADDER.

It was a peculiar situation for a rnau to find himself
111.

As the outlavvs kept out of range. Sikes !iarclly knew
how he was going to get the benefit of it.
\Vould the men attempt to come up into the loft when
they .th ought of going to sleep?
He did not know.
It was an open question .
Another thi ng began to ri se before him: \Vas there
any w«.y in which he could escape from his present
s~range poc.ition, vvhich had been entirely un sought by
him!'
In other words, was there no opening in this loft by
means of which he could reach the open air again if he
desired?
After all, he was not so sure that he wanted to leave
the loft.
·why shoul d he?
The position was peculi ar, no doubt. but it afforded
him a scope for his i11genuity in devising a means of
capt1'1ri11g the outlaws or bringing about t·h eir death.
Just to ease his mind with regard to the subject, he
thought he would take a little stroll around his co;ifined
quarters.
It might make considerable difference in his plans
wbether he cou ld escape or not.
So he started out.
As seeing was next to impossible, he had to grope his
way around.
:i-Iis search gave him little satisfaction.
Trne , he found a window.
It was a narrow slit under the eaves of the house, and
a man could not get his h~ad throt!gh it, much less his
whole body.

Bc)'O id this he discovered nothing in the way of 2J
open mg.
There \\·c:·e some old blankets en th~ floo:-, inGic:.fr1
tbt the ferryman slept up in the loft, at times., at i~ast.
Aga'.n Sikes returned to his vigil at the opening..
vVhat would 'h is men tl ::nk?
They must be mys~ifiecl at his str:in6e disappe,a ranc
<:s mach as the cutb\YS-cYen more so. in fact. for the
knew to a certai nt y that he was under ti:e hoc:se at th.
time Diel: Little got re~vly to crawl forward and i1westi
gate.
Sikes \\·as a little nervous.
H hoped they would not go aw:iy.
He h::id warned them against this, and believed th}
would stick it out.
Gradually the men below began to exhibit signs o
slecp::1ess. :ind he knew the crisis must soon be comin
him .
They spoke to Ferguson about it.
He mentioned the loft.
Jesse James declared that. for one. he was bmmd to
hug that fire all night; it w:is too cheerful a fri end ,to
desert, and he meant to stretch out on the floor, if Ferguson could only get him a bl<::nket.
The others said ditto.
Ferguson started toward the ladder.
His intention was evident,
He was coming up after the blanket, and
light, being in his own domicile.
For the li fe of him, Sikes could not remember
whi ch side tl;e blankets lq.y.
He wanted to keep out of the man's way. and
to trust to lu ck after all.
Crouching low, he :iwaitecl the man's comi ng.
Ferguson brushed past him.
.
Half a foot more and he must have collided with t he
man who hid, and then there would have been the deuce
to pay.
Fort lmately such a disaster did not occur.
Sikes shrank farther away, and when the man
tJ:.e blankets ionrnrd to toss them below . he
enough off to avoid collision.
When Ferguson had thus disposed of all his availabk
assets in the w:iy of blankets, he followed them down
t'he bdder.
Again Bill Sikes was left alone. monarch of all he
surveyed-which was little enoug h. as he could hardly
distinguish his hand before his eyes, save directly at the
opening.
He kept up h!s vigil.
Tbe men below selected sorn.e covering and ]~gan
arran ge their rough sleeping-places.
~
Fe rguson prepa red to accornp:::ny them to the Janel cY..
dreams, Sikes was glad to s·ee.
He had plenty of wood piled up near the fire . an ·
placed some heavy p:eces on the blaze ere ·seeking hi ·
couch. arranging them so that they would be slowi~; ~0:i
sumed.
One by one the men dropped off.
One man alone acted a little ncrnn.1sly.
Thi:; was Fergmon.
Srkes watched b.im especially.
Caul~ the man have even a slight suspicion
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mbecl up thro:.1gh the tr:lp in the floor, and ena. 1:: cabin?
such thought may hav·c entered his he::td, but he
thing to his companions about it, not w;i.nting to
he existence of the trap, which was meant for his
iva.tc use in some case ot emergency.
ps ed.
)1 y breathing coming from below announced that
f the men slept.
:s icle the west \\·ind kept up its howling as the
:l e11d S\Yept across the waste of waters.
was in no hurn-.
act he contemplated was a daring one, and he.
ake positive that the men below were fast locked
:v arms of .\Iorphcus before he ventured to make
al.
11 the stake is life itself, it is astonishing how
e e1·cn the most reckless may become.
emed a lonrr time ere the situation assumed the
,e desired. "
c 1Ycrc fi,·c men.
e four sleµt it generally happened that the ref man would be a\\·ake, perhaps itting up and
r, 11is eyes ;rnc\ y:nrning.
.
ral times Dil l thought his chance had arnved, only
, ycr an impec!iment in the way as he was about to
o!an into operation.
asperatcd him ::iftcr ~ while.
~ in g Jlii s impatience, he waited longer, and finally
~·arded.

e, chance had arrived.
had alreadv $ilcntlv examined l1is revolver, and
ire that il \~• as in r;erfect working order. '
he did because !Jc believed his life might depend
c 1•~anipulati o n of this weapon.
·
ntended passing down the ladder, and going
the ~Jeeping men .
fire blazed fitfully.
Id one of the mrn awaken while he was hanging
ladder, or picking his way to the door-well, it
11 net require much of a wizard to reckon up the
e enccs.
would be the rapid detonation of small arms,
ath wouid visit the ferryman 's cabin, riding on
gs of tl;e storm.
.
.
.
·onder he was very particular m lookmg after
all details.
hr made up his mii1cl that the time had come,
cc set about moving.
other minnte the detective \\·as clinging to the
ncl descending.
an y one opened h1s eyes then, be mmt snrcly
en ·discovered. for the fire took a n otion to show
• .-:1:cl l· bzcd cl~ecrih·.
:- l:~ ('.esce::c:ed.
,
o al<!rm.
oot tot!ched the floor.
laze died out, leaving the room in a sort of semis.
d to l:e :::ireful in stepping oYer tow;:inl the door
ce:·t:.i:: 't11at he did not ti·ead upon 0:1e of the
ncrs .
.: ;:;s what he !rnd l:o;,cd fo;·, lio-,_vcver. The lack
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of light might increase his danger ol'le way, while it gave
him more chaJ;Jces in an other.
He picked his way along.
There was no cha11ce of missing the door, a.s he had
carefully 1112.rked its position in bis mind, so that he
could have found it in the dark.
It was a positive thrill of excitement that pervaded his
being while thus standing in 'the midst of these desperate
men.
lt seemed as though some fate had put them temporarily in his powcr.
His plan of escape from the house was best.
Once with his rncu, be would find a way to c1rcurn~
Yent the desperadoe~ .
Steadily he advanced.
The door was now near at hand.
He had, 'he believed, stepped over the last of the
sleepers, and had an open space between himself and the
means of exit which he coveted.
·
Success seemed almost positi~.
The fire made a poor attempt to blaze up again, but
it was a feeble effort.
Just at this critical moment Sikes heard a sound back
of him.
He immediately dropped clown, and, twisting his
head around, saw a man "Sitting up.
The fellow was between himself and the fire, and
seemed to be stretching. Sikes could discover this fact,
for the other's fi g ure stood out against the faint l•ig'ht
hovering about the hearth.
It was Fergu son.
He ·h ad a.roused just in time to attend to !:he feeble
fire, but it seemed unfortunate for the success of the
detective's plans.
A·few minutes more would have placed him absolutely
beyond the danger line.
All he could do now was to wait and hope the other
might not discover him.
While Ferguson worked at the tire, Sikes kept edging
to\'•;ard the door.
He was cl ose to it.
The bar c;;.ught his eye, for as Ferguson had cast some
chips upon the fire, it blazed up.
At the worst, he bcJ:eyed he could dash that aside and
escap: from the place.
\\'culd the frrrym a n lie down agai1•.
He hacl fini:;hecl hi s work at the fire, and turned to resume his positi on 0 11 the floor.
• At this moment he discovered the intruder.
A cry bu rst from his !ips .
Eno wing t·i1at he was cliscoverecl, Sikes could no
long er play his g2.me of silence.
He sprang hurriedly to his feet and snatched at the bar
acro:os the door.
I t gayc way before his half-frenzied attack. and he
tore th e <loor open.
Even as the o utlaws sprang to an upright p 8sition, the
.. dari;-g detective clashed through the op ening and vanished in the darkness.
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CHA PTER XVI.
TO

REELFOOT

LAKE,

Confusion ensued .
There were shouts, and oaths heaved high above th e
raging o.f the wild storm.
The outl aws, aroused from a sound sleep by this sudden alarm, naturally supposed the enemy was upon them.
They were ready to do battle, but at the same tim e
s eemed somewhat demoralized.
Ferguson was the only man who understood t he exact situation of affairs, and, as his words w ent to prove it,
Jesse J ames jumped on him.
"What's the row? You gave the alarm!"
"Yes, I did."
"\IVho opened that door?''
"A man who went out."
"Not one of us?" w ith a g lance aroun_d, the fire having picked up enough for him to count nos es .
"No, some one else."
·
"D'ye mea n a man, an enemy, has been here among
us, Fergy ?"
"I reckon it's a fact.''
"And yo u said the door was secu re?"
"I say it still. "
"Yet he got in."
" Jot that way, Jesse, not that way."
''But he went out through the doo r."
"True as Gospel. I seen him lift the bar."
"See here, Fergy; yo u know •how that critt er came to
be in this house."
Ferguson knew he must confess .
"I've an idea about it."
"Well, out with it."
"Truth to tell. this cri tter must be the man as crawled
tmder t11c house."
'·Yes."
"Thar's a sort of trap in the floor which I meant to
keep . ecret, as ome time it would come in handy . I
r eckon he found that about th e occasion of yo ur firin',
and climbed up into the house."
" \ Vherc h::is he bern all this " ;hile ?"
Fe rguson glance d io\\'arcl th e ladder.
"T;p loit. probably."
';I see: ali plain sailing. l\ow sh ut the door."
''The devil's to pay.''
"How's that. Fcrl!Y ?"
"Vv'hy, the critter~~ carried off the bar."
"Hm;cn 't you any other that "·ill do?"
"Kot one.' '
"Then the door .can 't be fastened?"
"vV c might clcYise some means."
Je~se James sbxik his head .
''Fergnson. you are acqnai ntcd around here?"
"\Vi th the country?"
"Yes."
"I am pretty \\·ell."
"Then lead us to so me other shelter. Thi s house of
yours is in a poor way."
"You mean it, Jesse Jam es?"
"I do ."
"Tthat settles it. \ iVhen shall we go?"
"At o n ce~this very minute, before that man has a
ch'ance to find his friends.''

"Do you know h '.m ?''asked quiet Fra n k Ja.r.1es.
"I'v.e got strong suspicions.''
There was little to do.
The men were ::ilreacly fully dressed ;:;n:J neec.lc ~l but tci
slap o n th eir hats, when they were ready to pas s o ut into
the raging sto rm.
If t.h ey expected to meet with •opposifon at the door
they were1 mi stake n.
The detective had not as yet been able to gather his
men together for an attack .
.
Into the darkness of the night plung::d the fiv e men.
and the gloomy shadows of the \YOod s linin g the Ken tucky shore swallowed them up.
Three minutes· later Bill Sik es, having found his men
by m eans of a signal whistle, led th em up to the ferrym::in 's cabin.
They were determined to carry the war into Africa; to
burst in among the desperadoes and have a ·regubr battle
o f it.
"Ready?" whispered Bill.
"Yes," came the reply.
"The door's ajar," sai d one of the men.
At this the detective s miled.
"Of course; I carried away the bar. R eady, now,
every man , to fir e."
"Ready.''
"Open the door."
\IVith a sudden m ove m ent it was thrown wide open;
four men thrn st their deadly weapons into the room , but
d id not fire.
"Th ere was nothing to fire at.
The room seemed vacated.
T here '"as the fire burning cheerily, and throwi ng a
rudely glow in to every part o f the apartment. so that a
mouse could hardly have remained concealed, an'd certainly not a man.
U ndoubted ly those they souo'ht were hot here.
Our friends had n erved themselves for a desperate •
struggle, and now loo ked aro und them in blank amazem ent.
' ·G one!" ejac ul ated Lige.
"Vamoosed the ranch ,'' muttered Jed.
"Arc ,·ou snre ?" asked th e detective.
"Whar else could they be?"
Sikes nodded toward the open ing at the top of the
laclcler.
"I was hidden up yo nd er: ped1aps they may have
t:ikcn a notion to do t he same."
Ted shook his head.
;, 'Tain 't likely at all."
'' \\iill you prove it?"
"Yes."
The lank y mountaineer snatched up a blazing brand
and cli mbed up the ladder.
He held th e impromptu torch a bove his head and ke!_)t
his eves on the alert.
Th-ose below held th eir brea th for a few seconds as the
man passed the floo ring above.
Nothi ng followed .
He waved the torch to and fro .
"All clear up h ere! " he called out.
"That .settles it ; they've gone."
Jed dropped .d own again.
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A council of war \vas next 111 order to decide what .
their future course should be.
:\ Ii see med of one mia~d.
The game had given them the slip for the time being,
and could not be followed farther while this darkness
lasted.
Under the circumstances they might just as wel l make
tbemselves comfortable. and wait until morning c;ime.
They had some suspicions \\·ith regard to \Vhere t11e
fugitives might be found; one suggested this idea, another that, and gradually the whole fabric was woven .
At least there \va s solid comfort here.
The detective fou1~d the bar for lhe door and secured
the only means of entrance, save the trap underneath the
house.
1'he warmth of the fire was vcrv comfortable to the
three men who had been so long 'out in the cold, and
they hove red oYer the cheery blaze as though dete1·mined
•0 rnake the most of it.
.:>.kes had not kept his long vigil for nothing.
He went into the lone ferryman's pantry and brougl1t
out food.
Soon the savo1·y odor of fried onions agai1i arose on
the air. while a steamer of coffee added its fragrance to
the distress of the hungry men "s olfactories. driYing them
almost wild ere the chief cook announced things ready.
There, at 111id.)1ight, the four men-hunters sat clown to
a rude but palatable meal in the cabin of the ferryman.
They were not a merry party, perhaps, but on no brow
did gloom rest.
It is natural for men to feel c'lieerful when enj·o ying a
good meal, and the change fr.om the dreary \'igil outside
to the warm cabin was so great that the party would have
been made of queer material, indeed, had. they not s·hown
a decided alteration of spirits.
Here thev made themselves as comfortable as the law
allowed until morning.
·
Knowing the nature of the men he had tn deal with,
the detective would not allow all lo sleep at the same
time.
One must remain on guard.
This principle was carried out, and the gray dawn
fou nd them in the humor for another meal, which was
soon made ready.
.,.
Sikes was thinking.
I lL wondered whether the desperadoes would return to
ti1e fer rvmu.~1's house .
There was no other w<:.v for fhcm to cross the :'IIississippi for miles in either direction.
The wind still blew hard, but was gradui!lly growing
les.s, and a peculiarity of such a storm li es in t•he fact
that the waves cease as scon as the wind comes to a stop.
Yes. it was possible t11at" they might return, if satisfied
that thev had led their foes a wild-goose chase.
T11e detective was shrewd.
He did not mean to be outwitted so easily.
Calling Jed to go with him. l~ \\·alked down to the
skiff that was drawn up on the little beach, beyond the
reach of the hungry waves.
"Help me laimch this?"
"Thunder! you don't mean to go acrost !" ejaculated
the old sharpshooter, eying the great body of tumbling
water with apprehension.
·
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''\\Tait. and you' ll see."
He :.aid no more.
J eel had come to understand that this •man was a
111.aster . and he obeyed his directions without another
word or a mumrnr.
undoubtedly the detective had an idea in view, and
was desirous of putting it in to execution.
They launched the skiff. and Jed took the oars.
"\V·hat now?" he asked, as he held• the boat bow on,
again st the waves .
.. Put me up alongside the scow."
"Good.''
Jed wondered still what was in the wind, but he
obeyed t'he ord,er.
In another minute the skiff came alongside the larger
boat.
"Get aboard?" said .Ted.
Tthe detective laughed.
''You may if you want a free but rough ride," he said,
leaning forward to lay hold of the larger vessel's gunwale, and drag the skiff np toward her bow.
··] '11 stick by you, colonel.''
"Very good."
Sikes had drawn a knife.
\Vhen 1he reached t,he bow, the detective leaned over
and drew the s•harp blade across the anchor-rape of the
scow.
As this was held taut, it parted instantly, and rhe oild
flatboat began to move down stream.
"To the beach again, Jed."
The wind was rapidly drawing from west to north,
and the wa vcs did not beat upon the s'h ore with such
violence.
'
"Away she goes," said Sikes, chuckling as he stood
on the beach, and watched t!he olc\,_craft go plunging down
the noble st ream.
"She won "t come ashore?"
"Not tihe way the wind holds now."
"\V ell."
"Take the oars out of the skiff; throw t11em otie at
a time far out on the river. Now follow wit1h the boatthat"s it. ii good pus1!1, Jed."
The skiff started after the flatboat.
The<r·e was nothing remaining for the ferryman in
case 1he came back-at least, so far as getting over the
river was concerned.
"That settles it."
"I reckon it does, colone.1."
"If t.1ey come here, t'hey"ll find no means of getting
across. \Ve haYc effectually put an end to such a possibilit ·:,"' said Bill.
They were no\Y ready to take up the trail.
It would lead them to a sing11lar region, unless their
gne~s was wide of the mark
Ferguson had some years before been a guide on Reelfoot Lake. a singu lar body of water clown in Tennessee,
jL!st across from the Kentucky line.
Years ago a section of cou!1try fell in~caved some ten
feet or more. as though the bottom had fallen out of it.
This tract occu~ied hundreds of acres.
The water of the ~Iissis s ippi found its way into the
great sink and fom1ed a lake-probabl_v the most peculiar in the country-a forest under ten feet of water.
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In time these trees have died, and presen.t a weird aspect, but for duck~sihooting and bass-fis•h ing Reelfoot
Lake has no superior in t'he Middle States.
It was to this mysterious region they believed the desperadoes had Hed.
CHAPTER XVII.
BESIEGED

IN

CASTLE

JACK.

Four men c:ime upon Reelfoot Lake an hour or so
after sunset.
Ma~ing ttheir progress witih some difficulty along the
edge of rt:he sink, in half an hour they came in sight of
a small house.
It seemed to be on the road.
"'Dhere is t>he pl ace I spoke about . sir."
"J o'h nson's ?"
"Yes, sir. He 'has guid es to hire out, boats at the
l·a nding-in fact, the sportsmen can com e here •a nd get
a complete outfit from Jack John son at suoh a price a day
-gun, ammunition. clo~h e , boat, guide, and lodging."
The de tective smiled.
"Quite accommodating piace, this. And you think,
Jed, t11at if those men have arrived- - "
Tlhe detective's se!,ltence was never fin is•hed, for , at t•hat
instant, shots were heard in the direction of the retreat.
The w1101c party sihared in the cxci tcmei;t, aEd well
tihey might do so.
·w hen they expected silence ahead, this sudden confusion bo'Clecl no g ood.
"S.ound s 'like a figh:t," declared A:be.
The shots and shouts continued.
"If so, th ose fellows are in it. Do you suppose they
•v•crnld attempt to clean out the duck-shooters who happened to be there?"
J ed snorted hi s di sbelief.
"Th ey ain't after snob small game. W1hen Frank and
Jesse James get down to work . it means big business. I
never heard of the,ir stoopin' to anything below an express car or a bank."
"Just so--I heliev~ you; but how can w·e explain this
strange ·a ffair?"
"T reckon I can give a guess."
"Do so. then."
"The s11eriff over 'here in this corner of Tennessee is a
mighty spry chap, and don't take no dare from a living
man.
"It's jest possible that he's ihacl word to the effect that
the James boys has crossed into this section.
' 'Perhaps •he takes it as a big dare, and has collected a
posse wit1h the intention of arrestin · 'em."
Sikes ground some choice words between his teeth.
"I wouldn't be surprised if you were r ight, Jed. If so,
it breaks our little game all np."
"That's a fact, governor," returned the ph i'l osophical
J eel, Wlho took matters as they came, and general ly appeared to care little whether school kept or not.
"Confusion take the sheriff."
"vVait. We don't know yet whether tihis is so, but I
seem to •have an idee t11at way."
"It may turn out otherwise."
"And only be a little brawl over yonder."
"I sincerely hope so, for the sake of our plans, and in
tlie interest of humanity."

As they set about advancing once more, the noise broke
out again louder ·than eyer.
T 1i1e detective cotild think of no other cause for the
awful clamor than the one which 'his guide had sugge;ted
-that an attempt was being made-reckless as it was- to
arrest the James boys, and the sheriff's pos·se had met
with a sudden and desperate resistance.
T·his was very prnba•b!y the case.
lt ruined all of their plans of campaign.
After this exp[osion , there was no use in attempting to
steal a march upon their intended victims. The alarm
was given and from this time on the outlaws would be
on the watch.
T 1l;ey drew nearer.
The-lights did not diminish, but the s·hots had ceased,
perha•p s only temporarily.
Sikes revolved the matter in h is mind.
One thing was plain. T•hey would have to jnin forces
wi·th t'hc Tennessee sheriff, if ithe case s·hould p:-ove to h:.
as Jed prophesied.
That was t•he only alternative.
Their missi·c n must be fulfilled, if it lay in mortal
por,·er to de it, no matter whether it took twenty men or
two for the work.
Closer still.
They could now· hear men talking excitedly.
No one noticed !:>heir approach.
Then ·some one discovered them and called out.
There "·as a rush of feet.
A dozen men. heavily armed, approached t'hem.
"vVho are you ?"
Dill Sikes faced the speaker .
He was a wiry-looking individual, full of snap and determination.
'·\Vho are you?'' he asked in turn.
.
''Andrew Baird, sheriff of this county, and m t'he act of
arrestino- the whole James gang of Missouri outlaws, \\·ho
have cr;ssecl the line into my jurisdiction."
T11e detective put out his hand.
"I like y-our style, Sheriff Baird . and offer the servic~s
of myself and men for the laudable purpose you have in
vicK."
"\ ery good, friend, but who are you?"
Sikes exolained.
What
said made the heriff very glad to have such
a decided acquisition to his posse.
He rubbed 'his hands ·together in a way suggestive of
scl £-congratulation.
"We'll get 'em. yet, sir, we'll get 'cm: or at .lea.st ~iYe
Jcsse Jam es the biggest pull he ever had 111 all h is life, he
said, in his quick, nervous way .
"Yes, but where are they, man?"
The sheriff pointed to the house.
"Y0nclcr, coopeid up like sheep held for the slaughter.
\Ve'll have 'em yet if we have to burn Jack's pl~ce down:
The State wil]J pay him, and if not, by Jove, I will, out ot
the rewards."
.;But what if you burn the house and the men escape?
\V•hat will Jack say?"
"He ha•s already decided that I have the right to do as
I wish, eh, Jack?"
Johnson was near by.
gave a forced laug1h .
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The sheriff managed to balance matters and escape
"I hcippen to know when necessity compels a man, and
under the present circumstances I am unable to help my- both.
self. Do your sweet will, sheriff, and l'll collect full
damages."
Sikes was anxious to know how the campaign had been
CHAPTER XVIII.
conducted. and questioned the sheriff until he learned it
THE CASTLE ABLAZE.
all.
As rnon as Sheriff Baird received word that the des"\Vhere have you been?" asked the detective, when
perate ] ames boys had come into his district, he hastily the Tennessee sheriff appeared once more at his side.
organized a posse, and gat'hering men as he proceeded,
" Listen, and you will soon learn," returned the other,
advanced upon the place where they were reported to be with a laugh.
Remembering where he had last seen the little bomb,
quartered.
Some unfortunate accident revealed the pre ence of the Sikes understood .
" I should not have clone it, hut you are Tesponsible
posse just after they had t he hou se surrounded. and shots
only to yourself," he said.
were fired from the \\·inciows.
One by one the inmates of the house fled· from its shel.. They were in the main part of the house at the time.
If the devil tempts them to come into the kitchen it is
ter to the ranks of the shrift's posse.
It was believed that the outlaws were the only· inmates at their own risk. Those men have washed their hands
•, t in the house, and they seemed ready to hold the fort. in brave blood more than once, and I'm not over particular how I rid the world of them, if I can only do it
!\be mentioned his little bomb.
The sheriff seemed taken with the id ea, and a number effectually."
t>f times handled the deadly affair in a reflective man"I suppose there is solid reason in that, and I 'm a
ner, as though he began to see how it could be utilized. fool to think otherwise."
"The time must be nearly up."
There \Yas a kitchen connected with the building, and
They listened.
if this could be demolished thev would have no trouble ·
in finc!ing a way of entering the main part of the house
Silence J1ad fallen on the scene.
The sheriff's posse kept the fires going, but not a
over the debris.
Upon counting all his available force, the doughty lit- shot was fired on either side. The besieged did not
tle sher iff found that he had just twenty-three men on care to kill the enemy unless an attack was made, while
the men of law could see no one to shoot at.
hand.
This seemed a sufficient number to accomplish the
Perhaps half a minute elapsed after the last words
object. they had in view, but when the nature of the men spoken by the sheriff.
whom they sought to overcome was taken in con iclerThen came the explosion.
It was quick and tremendous.
ation, it was none too large.
A scout was sent fonyard to reconnoiter.
A blinding flash, a thunderous crash, and the remains
Ile was fire l npon and barely escaped with his life- of the kitchen belonging to Castle Jack \·ere distributed
ind eed, only the darkness beyond the light saved him . impartially. over· half an acre.
Shouts of alarm followed.
This man re1 orted that the inmates of Castle Jackas the proprietor called hi place-had 1 arricaded doors
These \Y ere not confined lo the house, for some o·i
and \Yindows, and were evidently determined to make the sheriff:s men were struck with descending debris,
and many had narrmv escapes.
a firm resistance.
The place could be carried by storm, but it would be
Enough of his men had re·ceived warning with respect
to what was about to happen, to form a storming
with h eavv loss.
party now.
She ·iff Baird meant to LiSe the bomb.
Arranging his men so as to completely hem in the
VVith cheers, and, led by the valiant sheriff in person,
.1o use . he bade them keep fires going, in order to give thev advanced to the attack.
the outbws no chance of escape.
Shots greeted their advanc<f .
As for h imself he assumed the most dangeTous task
They were wise enough not to form a compact band,
of all, not wishing· to as ign it to any one cise.
but each man advanced upon his own individual route,
This 1Yas the placing of the bomb.
dorlging this way, and taking advantage of every obTaking advantage of shadow and th trees, the Ten- stacle that would serve as a hicliug-place in the forward
nessee sheriff crept up to the rear of the hou se.
movem c-nt.
Underneath the floor he had placed the little bomb,
Tillls quite a nnmber of them reached the place where
and pinched the fu e to five inches, remembering the the kitch en had been.
directions given by Abe.
It had entirely disappeared.
Tb.at. meant as manv minutes.
The bomb had clone its worl·.
He had no trouble ·in striking a match and applying
If any one had been inside at the time, escape was
the fire, as the 1Yind did not blow here.
entirely out of the que;:;tion.
Having seen the fuse lighted, he had no desire to reThat the enemy ·was on the alert, and not disconmain longer in that neighborhood, and hence crawled certed by the sudden explosion, they soon had positive
a\\·ay as fast as he could .
e1·ir1cnce. Shots had greeted their advance, and, at
.:\ double clanger menaced him; to remain meant close range those became more effective.
death by means of the bomb, while should he expose
l'vlore than one man 1Yas wounded.
himself one of the outlaws would pick him off.
A desperate assault being made on the door, it was
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cnly to disco,v er that this was barricaded since •lie exThey certainly had lost no time in obeying the orders m
plosion by those within.
given them by their chief.
In vain the heavy men of the sheriff's force hurled ·
Once the fires obtained a start, everything seemed to
their weight against it.
be in favor of a good blaze.
\\'
Having no ax to break the door in with, the party
The ho1;se was fairly dry, and enough wind stirred g
found their work more difficult than they had cakulated over the weird lake to fan the flames into their most
upon.
furious conditio n.
a
All the while those within kept up a galling fire, and
Having accomplished their purpose, the men who had \1
while none of the assailants had thus far been killed, a set fire to the building k l! back.
number received 'WOLmds.
They had other work to do now.
Besides, it was demoralizing to have their foes thus
Presently the heat would be so intense that no living
make targets out of them, with no chance of returning being could remain inside the burning castle, consethe compliment.
quently the outlaws must make a dash for life.
He finally fell back.
In order to meet them on the sq uare, Sheriff B.aird had
The explosion had failed to accomplish its purpose, massed his men in two squads.
in t)lat they did not succeed in effecting an entrance to
The appearance of the desperadoes was to be the sigthe main part of Castle Jack.
nal for a terrible vo!ley.
Hence, the outlaws were still in position to bid then'!
vVhen th~s torrent of lead rushed into their midst, the
defiance, as they held the fort.
unfortunate devils must go down like wheat before the ,
The sheriff wq.s more grimly determined than ever scythes of the reaper.
-that he would bring 1them to terms.
They waited, at first patiently, but after a time with
·He gave orders to his men.
~
considerable uneasiness.
"Fire the house!"
\'TV ere the outlaws salamanders?
The crv ran along the line.
The heat must be something terrible inside the house,
" Ten dollars to the man who first gets a torch under
and yet no one appeared.
the floor!" cried the sheriff.
\A/ ou!d those men of evil repute prefer to remain there
This incentive was hardly needed, since almost every
to be roasrtecl to death, rather than rush out and meet the
man was ready to assist; the sting of first defeait goaded
foe face to face?
them on, and they swore under their breath to snatch
It did not seem possible.
victory from the game.
0ne way t'hey 'h ad a sh01w, &mall 'Nmu.g'h it might be.
A dozen went forward at once.
while
on the other iiand, the fire granted no cb..ance of
It was a peculiar sight to see them dodging about from
one point of advantage to another, each individual believ- mercy.
At any rate, their endurance was something superb.
ing he was the center of attraction on the part of the belVIore than one exclamation arose from I he men encirsieged, and every gun aimed in his particular quarter.
cling the burning house, to the effect that they had never
Some carried blazing torch es.
These made them attractive marks for the rifles of the seen S'UCh bravado.
If they did not know it to be an actual fact, they would
nesperadoes, but strange to say the latter did not fire
never suspect that huP~an being-s could be in the blazing
upo1i them as t'l1ey advanced.
Perthaps they v,;ere reserving their ammunition for a house.
The detective alone entertaine d doubts.
more desperate moment.
He shook his heaci unea sily.
Others who crept up carried matches and firewood
"Human fles'h and blood couldn't stand that roasting,
that they meant to kindle.
Taken in all it looked as though Castle Jack was cer- sheriff," he said to the other.
"'Do vou think so, really?"
tainly doomed.
" I 'll swear to it."
The sheriff was here, there, and everywhere.
''But w·hat could have happened to them?''
ln his nervous way he directed his posse to shoot to
"T•h ey may be secreted in some den underneath the
kill, and not waste time endeavoring to wing such men,
who would not hesitate to put a bullet into a fatal quarter castle.·'
"'Jack assures me there is no such place."
about their anatomy, in case the occasi·o n presented it"Then they have escaped."
self.
"Impossible."
V\'ho was fl1e first to fire the house?
"I confess I can·:t explain the modus operandi, but I
That was a question tlrnt admitted of some debate, as
know
those men, and if present they would have faced
there \-1,·ere a number who claimed the honor.
ten times as many foes as are here."
"Job Smith's fire!" called one.
"It is v_ery mysterious ..,
"I claim that ere ten !" sang out another.
"Another thing note-when our rnen went forward
"Count Joe Connor in the game."
torches to fire the house, their intention was plain
wit'h
Three fires had sprung into .existence almost sim ultaneously, and the sheriff rubbed his eyes in perplexity as enough."'
"Yes."
he saw them.
"And yet not a shot was fired at them."
"Bless my soul, I can't decide who was first. I'll either
"That is true."
have to divide the first money or make three tens out of
"Does it star:d to reason that the James Eoys would be
it. The boys have outdone themselves."
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so paralyzed vvirh fear as to be unabl e to raise a hand
ers /,in th eir ·defense?"
.
" I would have hard wo rk to believe it."
"And I ca n 't g ulp it clown. No, sir ; there's something
wrong about this business. I imagine our birds have
·ed 'give'n us the slip. " .
Jst
" Vv'ell, s uppose th ey have left the house , this .place is
a genui ne little island, so that they will find themselves
ad 11nable to leave it without boats ."
"Very true, unless th ey swim."
"\V:hich they will not do."
Jg
"How abou t the boats?"
.e','They are close by, under charge of a man."
"Supp ose we step over to them."
id
''You · a~ very suspicious."
"I 1rnve a right to be, for I know our ma n full well,
5- and understand what a tricky subject he. is."
"vVell, come a1o ng ."
The sh eriff wa s him self growing suspicious; somehow
ie
i&
d isease was catching, although h e did not 'h ave it .as
ctr<Jngly as hi s compan ion.
h
T oget her they strode toward the shore.
The water was h ardl y a stone's throw from the house,
and when a score of steps had been tak en t hey found
!,
th emselves on the spot.
"Here's vi·here I left Ben L ogan."
e
" \ iV here is he no w?"
e
'Tm a fraid the exc item ent ha s been too much, and
B en has joined the other boys."
At ·this moment Sikes stumbled over something.
A groan arose.
"I believe you are ·wrong, sheriff. · Lean over and see
if this is not your m <c11."
Sure enough the guard lay there with bl ood· upon his
face from the effects 0£ a blow received.
"Ben-Logan, what does this mean?" d ema nded
Bai1-d, eagerly.
The man groaned again.
''They've do n e _for me, I reckon, sheriff ."
"Nonsense ! You're worth a dozen dead men. Tell
m e, what became of them?"
"The b ig boat, sheriff; gone up the lake. Listen, they
ain 't fa r away," said t!he stricken guard.
T'hey benit their heads, aod in th~ light of the fi re saw
the boat con taining Jesse J a m es and ~1is ga ng creeping
along near th e shore.

1
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CHAPTER XIX.
CONCLUSION .

How it had been clo ne n o one could say; nor was this
the t ime for studying such a qu estion . .
The fact st ood out before them. In some way thei r
cunning ·enemies !had slipped from the cas;tle ; prob-ably
jus•t after ~he attack following the blowing up of the
kitchen had proved a failure.
Sheri ff FJaiPd was ali ve to the occasion.
He did not call out at the top of ·.his vo ice that his
e.nemy was escaping, and thus crea_te confusion.
Such a course \\'Onld have ala rm ed th e retre::iting outlaws, and caused them to put m ore vim in their strokes.
Quietly lh e sheriff passed the wo rd along, and a dozen
m en r espo nded to his call at on ce.
~ ohnson, hearing Wh<.lt was up, made his app ea rance,

carrying sorn'eth in g in his hand that might 1have been a
heavy eight-bore double.Jbarrelecl ducking gun.
T1he m en filled three of the smaller boats.
Their oars dropped into the water, and away they shot
in pursuit of the enemy .
Ahhough several minutes had elapsed sin ce the discovery o f bhe big b oat, it was not yet entirely out of sigiht.
Being near the limit of light radiating from th e fire it
must soon have ceased to be seen from thait: point.
Quickly the fugitives discovered that they were being
purs ued .
T his was shown in the inqeased rapid1ty of their
movements.
The sheriff sat in the stern of one boa:t.
Within a dozen feet was a second, with Sikes in the
stern an cl Johnson in the bow.
"One th'ing worries me," said Baird.
"What is that, sheriff?"
"They must soon pass beyond th e range o f the firelight; even now we see th em indistinctly."
"True."
"T'hen the darkness
swallow f.i hem up. \Ve shall
lose th em, for this thing of trying to locate and follow a
so und is all bosh."
Tolle detective spoke mournfully.
He ·h ated to lose 1his gam e . .
"Perhaps not," said a voice .
"Ah! you there, Johnson?"
"Yes-wa:tch."
A bright light suddenly flashea o ut ahead; along the
path of it they could just manage to see t'he big boat of
the enemv .
This gleam came from a h eadl ight or reflecting lantern that was fastened in the bow o.f the bo;1t occupied
by Johnson, Sikes, and four other men.
Finding that <111 their efforts to overtake the fleeing
outlaws seemed to be use l es~, the sheriff and Sikes crept
t o the bows of their resp ective crafts and began opening
upon the fugitives.
Rifies were used.
On account of the strange, un certain light, and the
movement of the l.Joats, these shots were not apt to prove
very dangerous.
One lucky shot seemed to create som ething of excitement in the boat ahead, and it looked as though damage
had been done.
The boat lost but little headway, and was soon booming along at the same pace.
This could not keep up much longer, nor did Ferguson intend it should.
They had now t.lrawr; near the other shore, wher e a
disma l stretch of swamp came clown to the sho re o f the
lake .
Few had ever penetrated this labyrinth.
Ferguson kn ew its depths better than any living man,
perhaps.
He clepcnclecl upon this knowledge now to get his
party out of the scrape.
At last they struck iand.
This was just what the fe rryman o f the Mississippi 'had
been looking for .
Immediately t he boat was cleared.
One of lhe men was wo unded and had to receive a
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.)jttle ass,istance ·from t'he others, but .he m anaged to get
along.
All of 'them vanished from view.
Up came the other bo~ts.
They were hardly two minutes behind.
Wl1en the men jumped out they found no s ig n of life
about t11em.
·
'Dhere was the boat, partly drawn up, and in it quite a
pud<lle of blood.
Around them lay the weird swamp, with its wild fowls,
its owls and snake homes; but the outlaws of Missouri
had vanished.
The headlight was hastily detached.
With this to serve them as a light they began to pick
up the trail.
The stains of blood gave them more chances than anyt1hing else.
After a little even this ceased, and they saw signs that
•ven't to show how the man's woun<l had been bound up
bv a comrade.
'T·h e manner in which those men crept t1hrough the
swamp was wonderful.
A pass.age had been used that led und er the thick
growth at times, so that they were actually compelled to
fall on their .hands and knees in following it.
·with dogged persistence they kept it up, although
with slight hopes of success.
.
Having the light was an advantage, and th ey made
better time than they suspected.
At any rate they drew up on the fugitives.
This the detective o-uessed, for he heard sounds a·h ead
that warned him of it-the whir of wings as some wild
fov,'1. vrns disturJ;ied by the advance of th e me n close,·~o
the pool where it rested.
They soon had positive evidence of this fact.
There was a sudden rifle s·hat.
Then came a jing·le of glass.
Darkness fell upon them.
"Confusion ." ejaculated Sikes.
''l~h e devil has ruin eel our lantern,., said Baird.
''And er,ded the hnnt."
That ended it all.
They heard a distant laugh ahead, and knew it was
J es e James who !~ad fired that s'hot.
T'he s·h . . riff's party began to back out.
The lantern was not in itself demolished, on ly the g lass
and refiector gone .
Lighting it up again they managed to get e!1ough illumination to show them the trail \hey had so la tely
ma de. .
All were weary when the boa ts were reached, and the
voyage back entered upon.
·
The she riff rea!ize<l that he had taken a load · upon his
shouldcro.
Here Castle J2.ck was burned down , and he would be
held r esponsible for its loss.
He had expected to pay for it out of the great rewards
promised for the apprehension of the J am es boys, .but
since these worthies had managed to slip through his
fingers he must look elsewhere for the ducats.
As fo r the cietective, he too, had reason to feel disappointed.

The castle still bu:·ned.
Enough lif:;1t came ricross the waste of water to ser
them as a. gnide.
They rowed sad ly back.
Talking over the situation, it \\'25 dtitermined to s
in fresh '.V hen morning came .
1'he James boys had better mri ke across the gre.::t ri1
wi•t hout further delay, unless they defied the: powt:r '
fate.
Morning came.
,.
A great hue and cry was raised.
.,.
Fully five-score of men joined in the chase, and~wli
the trail was finally fou nd they opened on it like a pa
of fox-hounds.
.\11 seemed hot for the game.
During the enlire morning they kept up th e purs
and at noon drew near the river.
Here they expected to fiJ1Cl their 'men waiting for soit1
means of crossing.
T1hey moved forwa rd in a body.
At last they broke cover.
1'he broad Mississippi lay before them.
Vainly they looked along the ba nk for so m e sign
the men they Yvere after.
A cry arose.
"Beaten again. by the gods !" sho uted
out on ·the w:iter."
A ll eyes were imm ediately tu'rnccl th ither.
About a third of the way acrosr. the rolling
rn;all boat propell.ecl b:· a pair of oars, danced up a n
do1\·n 01 1 tile waves created bv the 11 0 11:h wi n d .
Five person s occu µi ccl it. ·
They \.\·ere readily r ecognize d, an-cl ii any do ubl as l
t heir identity remained it \\·as dissipated when a si10ut o
cieiic.ion came floating over lhe water.
A rnlley was fired.
Th e bullets fell all around the boat, but no one seemed
to be injured.
Soon they were beyond range .
Having no means of pursuing, the Te nn essee sl1criff
and his posse found them selves compelled to s·tand there
and 1ratc'h.
Thev sa.w the o utl a ws land on Missouri soil, and then
lost sig ht of them.
After that the posse separate<l.
Jeel, Lige and Abe return ed t o their Kentucky hoi:1es ,
t~1 eir wrongs of the past unav enged, whatever t hey might
chance to be.
As for Bill Sikes, he realized more than ever what ~
herculean task lay bcfo;·e any one 1yho devoted his time
to hunting clow n th·= J ames boys.
,
If thev coulJ not be captured ·in Kentucky where they
Jiau few· friends . the task was cerfainly a more desperale
one O\-er in :\Iissouri, \\·here they had many warm admirers, sympathizers with the Southern cause, now
known as the L ost Cause.
THE EKD.

Next week 's J ESSE j'.Drns STORIES (No. 12) , will con tain '·Jesse James· Close Call ; or, The Outlaw's Last
Rally in Southern ' Wyoming."

ES
\/\/ E were th e first pub-

THE bes t known detec-

lish ers in the world
to print the famous stori es of th e J am cs Boys,
w rittell by that r lllci.rkable man,· W . B. Lawson,
wh ose name is a watchword with our boy s. \Ve
h ave had many imitators,
· Jesse ,ta m es.
and i n order tbat no one
shc,11 be deceived in 8.ccepti n [; th r:"~f.,p urious
or the real, we are 110 w puhlisliin g the best
stories of the James J3oys, by Mr. Lawson,
~n a Ne, ' Library entitled '' The J esse J ames
Stori ~s , " one of our big five-cent weeklies,
a nd a sure winner with the boys. A number of iss u es have already appeared, and
these which fol1 ow will be equally good;
in fact, the best of their kind in th e world.

ti vc in t he world is

STREET

&

SMITH,

Publishers, New York.

.LL

T

Nic k Carter. Stories by
thi s noted s leuth are 1ssnccl regularly i 11 "Ni,:k
Ca rter v\'eek ly" (price
five cents), and all h is
Nick Carte r .
work is written for u s.
It m ay interest the patrons and r~ade rs
of th e Nick Carter Series of Detecti vc
Stories lo kno,~· that th ese famous stories
will soo11 be produced upon the stag~
under unusually elaborate circumsta 11 c:es.
Arrangem ents have ju st been comp1eted
between the publish ers and Man ager F.
C. Whitney, to present the entire set of
Nick Carter stories in dramatic form. Th e
first play of the series will be brou ght out
next fa11.
STREET

&

SMITH,

TH.J

W Ewerethe publishers

I

l

celebrated

Dia-

I

"Diamond Dick , Jr., th e

B o y s ' Be s t °V1 eek1 y."
10

and world -r en owned
hero whose life h as been
on e s u ccess ion of excit-

I

mond Dick stories
can only be found .in

of the first story ever
written of the famous ·
Bnffalo Bill, the g reat

~

Publi s hers, NEW YoRK. ·

IAM iD

The only publication authorized by
t he ilon. Wm. f, Cody (Buffalo Bill).

I

Diamon d D ick.

Diamond Dick aud

his

son Berti e are the most n11iqne ~ 11d fascin ating he roes of Western rorna11ce.

The

Buffalo Bill.

in g and thrillin g iucidents co111bi11ed with great successes and
accomplish me11ts, all of which will be told
in a series of g m ud stori es w 11ich we are
HOW placi11g before th e Am ericn.n
Boys.
Th e popuhrity they h ave already obtaiued
~•ho\\'S what the boys want, n.nd is very
g rati fyi11g· to the publis l1ers .
S·n:.EEl' & SZIJITff, Publisliers, New York .

scen es , and many of th e incidents, in these
exciti11 g stories are taken from real life.
Di a mon d Dick stories are conceded to be
th e bes t s tories of the vVest, and a.re all
copy righted by ns. Th e week ly is th e same
s ize a nd pricc as this publication, \\'i l h handSOlll C'

illnm inated cove r.

• TRimT

.Price, five cen ts.

& s~ 1 TT1i. Pub1i s1Prs, Ne•\\ York.
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